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THE HONEY FAMILY. 
Who are they? See “Pacific Gems.”” They look healthy. 120 pounds of honey per annum make them so. 

The little one has a colony of bees of her own. 
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This Paper 50 cents a Year, Monthly, if paid before January, 1896. 

THE PACIFIC BEE JOURNAL. 

Sah <a READ. 
The Pacific ily S ‘This money-saving Bee Journal is to be published 

4, ND monthly. Subscription price to those who pay before 
W/ SONZA January, 1897, socts. If not paid before July rst, 75cts. 

Bee a | Nady eeeeg) But thereafter the price will be $1.00 for the year. 
ourna ast p ZANISS We don’t offer premiums for subscriptions, as we 

i IN? ey) P wish to use the money in making a better paper. and 
———————_____— il oe we hope to publish it semi-monthly, as soon as sub- 

Devoted to the Protection and {WN Ir j scriptions guarantee. We will have our own press 
the Advancement of Bee-Keepers’ “9 | after January rst, '97. Now it will take a good paper 

Ng b to make a success in our calling. 
Interests. Free, a Year’s Subscription for a list of names 
Sue iby tone DAA. ees of bee-keepers, any number up to 25. Free, two 

years’ subscription for list of names over 25. | We 
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY BY wish a list from the following places. First lists will 

be honored. 
B. S. K. BENNETT, fae ee ee ee 

2 Armona Linda Vista Porterville 
365) East Second) Street Burgman Lone Pine ~~ Recluse 

Los ANGELES, = * < CALIFORNIA Berkeley Madera Rincon 
— ——— Big Pine Manzana San Francisco 

N Capistrano Merced San Jose 
i BS RENNES Del Mar Mirramar Santa Barbara 

Editor and Business Manager. Encinitas Oceanside Soreno 
SRDS = SE eae SPT Escondido Onyx Springville 
TERMS.—so cents per year; two papers to same Fresno Palmdale ‘Stockton 

address, 90 cents per year; 3 papers to one address, Hanford Paso Robles Tulare 
$r.25 per year. Hesperia Petaluma Visalia 

Huron Placerville Wildomar 
CLUB RATES.—Clubs of five, 40 cents each; clubs Lancaster ; 

of ten, 35 cents each; clubs of twenty-five, 25 cents each. | Writers for this paper are made free subscribers, 
One can make money getting up clubs—just think, $6.25 and are further paid if they wish it. But donated 
for getting twenty-five subscribers, and some can get that articles will help to make a good, cheap paper. Be 
number in one day. prompt in remitting that so cent piece, and thus en- 
pais _______._____________ courage the publisher. Remember, 50 cents a year 
BLUE X indicates subscription has expired. Sendso fora monthly. 3 : 

cts. We send the paper till you stop it, and collect for Those Gummed Labels found in this paper 
its delivery. are to be used in answering advertisements, and by 

D, S lease excha i their use help you to obtain better prices. They are 
PAPERS please exchange with us. i printed “Credit the Pacific Bee Journal.” Stick 
We are not responsible for losses with advertisers, but these to the top of letter or postal card, thus helping 

take care to admit only responsible men. the paper to gain customers among advertisers. 
a Photographs of yourself and your apiary are * 

1SEND MONEY by Bank Draft, Postoffice Order, Ex- wanted cone y oe piety 
press Money Order or Registered Letter. A Bee Book on care of bees in the Pacific States 
SS SS will be published by us soon. One will be given free to 
RATES OF ADVERTISING.—2 cents per word, 15 those who write any new and labor-saving method of 

cents per line, $1.50 per inch, $5.00 quarter page (4inches) the bee management. 
$9.00 half page (8 inches), $18.00 per page (16 inches). Good Juck to you all. 
Cover pages and preferred locations rx per cent additional. Yours, B.S. K. BENNETT. 
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Colony Casting a Swarm. Mr. Pond Hiving the Swarm. 

This number completes the first volume for the year 1896. The four numbers will be bound and sold at 
25 cents ; single copies 3 cents each in stamps. These contain new and useful information, and can be used 
asa text or reference book. Order now.



The Pacific Bee Journal Supplement. 

We publish this journal monthly after January rst, 1897, and semi- 

monthly as soon as subscriptions and advertisements guarantee. 

The price, 

If paid before January 1stij...s:.siwi0/ys.dshane ca oth. .25-6.i 50 

Wi Paidubetoree| tly sts Geta wssait tnsenaeuovsencancetseae Wee'ZS 

ALOR | Ulyersts FOMbHe Ny Cars r..00260. 03 owes a3a<tes..0082 LE OO 

Besides the Bee Department (which will not be smaller than our regu- 

lar issue, but will improve and contain the most im- a oe 

portant issues of the business), the paper will ee 

thoroughly treat, in a new and enterprising way, = eRe 

Stock, Poultry and Farming Interests. ' ‘Thus it ~~ cae ; 

will be interesting to apiarists as well as farm- aN cs i‘ 

ers, and bring the producers in closer union, also oN wy 

greatly aid us in making a paper unsurpassed i A é \* a 

in value to producers as well as advertisers. B. S. K. Bennett, the Editor 

Advertisers, no other paper offers our advantages. Our paper is 

reserved and kept as a book of reference; at the end of each year they are 

bound, thus they are as good as a high-class calendar or catalogue. 

The bees’ product in the United States in 1896 was $20,000,000 

Sites cts oy “> Pacific States ~ * e 8,000,000 

ss es a ie Southern Cal. i 1,000,000 

A $1.00 card will pay better than $25 invested in advertisements other- 

wise, for you reach the producers, the consumers, and not hobos. 

We, the printers, guarantee this October issue is 4000 copies. 

KINGSLEY-BARNES & NEUNER Co. 

I, the publisher, guarantee that 4000 copies of this October issue are 

circulated among farmers and bee-keepers. 

B. S. K. BENNETT.



POSITION WANTED as Apairist by a man who has had charge of 1000 

stands of Bees. Will work by the month or on shares. 
Address, FRANK A. YOKAUM, 

365 East Second Street, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Tl TSS Tad ERPS SF a Ne a ipa aS 

pool dee alata ae ae a 

To obtain a good crop you must have reliable SEED. 

We warrant all our seed true to name and of certified 

vitality. 
EDWARDS & JOHNSON SEED COMPANY 

113 N. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Telephone 176 Main. z 

A GUARANTEE ccm : 
Rais 

THE RUINED LOS ANGELES MARKET. 
(teen RSET IE 

The Bee-keepers in Los Angeles and vicinity are walking in their own light by the 

the course they pursue in marketing their own product. We noticed during the months 

of July and August of last year, a sudden and great demand for both comb and extracted 

honey. We sold during these two months almost twice as much as we had ever sold in 

any two months, to the retail grocers, fruit stands, and even peddling wagons, conse- 

quently the great demand forced the price up, and still honey kept on moving. Sud- 

denly the demand stopped, without any apparent cause. 
A day or two ago we were handed a few leaves of this journal and noticing the 

article of The Ruined Los Angeles Market, in which we found a satisfactory explanation 

of the honey demand and its fall. Now, beemen, establish a wholesale price and a retail 

price, being careful to leave a good margin between the two, thus encouraging the 

dealer to handle and push your article. Don’t give consumers the wholesale price, for at 

the time you wish to sell they do not use much, but the dealer should hold the product 

until the people are ready to use it. By selling your own honey in this way you will 
surely drive out all demand for the product. 

Comb honey should be put in glass fruit cases of 24 No. 1 sections, having all the 

honey through the case as nice as those showing through the glass. Buy new cans and 

cases for extracted honey, and the buyers won’t fear the coal oil mixture of dirty old 

cans, If these lines are followed you can yet have a good local demand. 
Signed, SIMPSON & HACK FRUIT CO. (Incorporated), 

Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 16, 1896. Commission Merchants. 

Kingsley-Barnes ‘ 
Kees Art Printers 

Amidst boc 

ee THE LARGEST Blank Book 
Company Ray SAE MEN Manufacturers_—_ 

————tmiteo IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Telephone 417 

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME 

Se elise mercy 2) en eer SOUTH BROADWAY 

“i 123 LOS ANGELES, CAL. 

Doubt ? 
_ SCT here can be no doubt when you get your 

“Printing trom..... 
Pople & Warden, Printers 

eee 325 East Second Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Ea eC a ee a ES Mrs. C. Gray, of North Cucamonga, 

f or i has extracted two tons of honey from 
& Pacific Gems. R100 colonies this season. Her apiary 

: tS fy umbers 165 colonies. This is the 
| — only honey we've heard of in Los 

Seer ee Tee eT ee eo eo eo coe ToT eC Co eT eT RRR ee Angeles county. Why cannot the 

bee-keepers learn her way and follow 
z her example. Her theory is planting 

- Een bee forage, and this shows her success. 
3 Na 1 ee Lemoore bee-keepers are buying 

1 Wigs extractors and tanks. This looks like 
: : re f honey production. 

SI 7 s y Mr. A. D. D. Wood and his Catalina 
COGN Tae . YA island Queen Rearing, where are 
i i ee | ce Ti h{ they? He is doing little with bees, 

ree a ad”) 4 as now he is a full-fledged butcher of 
a A. = s 4 Ed PS ‘ ' beefsteak. 

oo aie. Coste. | | 
Bisse > Ate Wiig ne \ 3 
FP gt i OE | 4 

Ee eee CE ore ere ‘ a 
1 t \ i 3 

PIONEER BEE-KEEPERS AT LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. |. bet 
J. Alpangh H J Wilder John H. Martin | j 4 

J. F. MeIntyre Shelling Stubblefield A.B. Mellen | a = 

Squires Dr E Gallup Geo. W. Brodbeek { ab 
Dr. Millard Jno. J. Corey | 

Te picture of the editor, his queen and little queen appear on the | 

the front cover. They are bee-keepers, but live in a hive with 
millions of bees; that is, their rooms are in a bee-hive factory. The } 

kitchen of their hive opens out on an apiary of fifty strong colonies, f 
and fifty nuclei of live bees. The little queen’s play yard is shown on ee ne ee 
fhe following page. In this yard the editor spends all his spare time, ne é gi 
always bareheaded. ag = 

*y* 

“THE editor often makes tours on his wheel. He has ridden over a <= 
5,000 miles, and often makes 100 milesa day, and has covered that = 

distance in five hours and a half, on good roads, and in eight hours 
against the wind. He has carried a hive of bees on his shoulder when | 
riding the wheel. The small pictures illustrating this article were | 
taken by him with a vest-pocket camera. | 

* * | 
* | 

Co opposition—is the moving spirit of the age. It | or er 7 
may not be the prevailing spirit, but it is at the bottom of all true nel 

progress. Competition looks up encouraging trade, builds cities, sells | SAL TR oa 
honey, makes business. But opposition downs all trade, as it is com- | =a 8 
posed of jealously, hatred, and strife. Competition is composed of ay E 4 i 
honest rivalry, ambition and work. Competition pushes ahead, while & 4 eS a 
opposition keepsus back, for we can’t hinder our rival without hinder- = ee 
ing ourselves. [See editorial, ‘“he Ruined Los Angeles Market.”’] | Pree | 

*,* \——— a 

THe Mojave desert is yielding lots of honey this dry year. Wonder rn 
where the flowers are. Mr. Graham’s bees are on the desert. He : 

has ordered 100 120-pound honey cases, and he isa man who never War Ship Monterey—Double-deck Elec- 
orders without first having the honey in the tanks, SUC Gee Se Set een ee alee
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REET 1 F zi taste comes from pollen and its fumes in the hive. 
i Bee Hie He says also the queen controls the laying of drone 
Ri bh a or worker eggs, and that she knows when she de- 
abla. | babs posits either, and pick the cell. He says too, that 
eee itr (IN . i Gag bees mate onthe wing. Do bees mate? 

SAS RBAL Gti) | | | i iy Big honey yield in the East is truly real, for Dr.C. * 
, ne all © 4499) C.Mitter, the man whom we thought had given up 

Hare hh bldg | 8! future prospect of honey production made a start 
i eS a Al " re bya finished super June 20, and by July 15 had taken 

5 | | AT PRY the fifth super one from hive, now has 4,438 finished 
: ii ti ie a ee sections in the house, with more to follow. So the 
: t iW ae 3%) i bees have routed good Mrs. Miller of the Annex to 
5 a } 1 itis ig { her kitchen (the honey room) of which she has had 

5 ie ee ff undisputed possession of for two years past. Trouble 
ih a | js Y = i pe in the family by that troublesome bee. 

= i r | fe eee Doc. Miller says, ‘‘ If ‘Weed’ foundation is tougher 
j a we ed \ 1 than any other, won’t it be tougher to ‘chaw’ in 

r w J yo sections ?” 

ig (a ; i +e “Bees on the Desert !’ Oh, when will that story 
ae, a a wind up? It’s drier than any desert, and a devil’s 

y i |) lie throughout. Who's ‘Skylark,’ and that fireproot 
— fi, Se) ) | mille, anyway, is he a beekeeper? Lord pity the 
ee e es ae: 4 bees, then.” Thus writes one of our readers. 

ete ae ae Ses Sa i Dr. Miller, that straw, strange man of “Gleanings,” 
ee ; pe Sees | said in last issue, “Don’t use rosin in fastening 

’ j Ph re foundation in brood frames. Some day you may 
3 7 ee a want to melt up old combs, and then the rosin will 

Os Reg nat & Aap spoil the wax. Don’t use it to fasten starters in 
' v4 Pee ee pe RN sections unless you want your customers to wonder 
nae ‘ ger rey Mie why some honey has a bitter taste.” That “don’t 

RE &S know” straw man has a head on his shoulders, sure. 
ae x * Pes A pile of honey, 360 sections, fell on Doc. Miller 

MA SSs|_~SCsoon:‘SJully ‘15, and just five sections spoiled. That 
it feats honey would have been adulterated had it stayed 

: with that doctor very long. 
Prone ono 

LITTLE QUEEN'S PLAY YARD. eee TTL 

MB. THOMAS G. NEWMAN, the proprietor of | ‘ eee . 
of the American Bee Journal years ago, and at | o si f 7 

present publisher of the Philosophical Journal, a ae / & | 
bright, newsy weekly Spiritualist paper of twenty | Sora si iy 1 
pages, published at San Diego, also manager of the | Bees women | 
Bee-Keepers’ Union, paid us a pleasant call this | ere | ae se % | 

week. Mr. Newman states that the Union has a i Be 7 2 i 
fizht on hand in protecting a bee-keeper who planted ee 2) a el 
clover on his own land, which clover was destroyed | rings, , ; 
by the city authorities, and the expense of destruc- | eae ee i paca K 

tion charged to the bee-keeper. This outrage was le a) Fy 
committed on the strength of a city ordinance. We a a! 

kuow the Union will win with Mr. Newman at the | Pa tila aa 

helm. | 
That thirty-ton honey storage and corner man, Ie ie a | 

Mr. J. F. McIntyre, is holding this amount of sweets | " — ae 

for 6 cents a pound, as he has a good Eastern demand. Lisi . —_— 
But don’t any of you try this trick without the 
demand. C. H. Schaefile won't have any more wax musses, 

prof, Cook, in Rural Californian, saysthe beesare or the spilling of fifty pounds of hot wax on his 
busy on the pepper tree, after pollen, and getting wife’ kitchen floor. He got a dandy double-sided 
little nectar. Ifind no peppery taste,andam ofthe heating 200degrees solar wax extractor made for him 

opinion that the strong honey complained of and by the Bennett Bee-Hive Co. He is an inventor by 
accredited to’ pepper blossoms comes from honey necessity, sure, The above cut illustrates the 
dew. The Professor does not know that the pepper _ invention.
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Hotel Del Coronado at San Diego—The View above Newhall—Geo Tilton’s Apiary Views between Newhall and Acton, 

Retunda of the Hotel—From the —The Home of Geo. Tilton. 
Hotel toward San Diego. 

Mr. C. W. Dayton called and showed us two sample _Gilstrap, ‘ Bee men sell honey, then toot their horns, 

frames of honey. Une water white the otherdark that stuff adulturated (of course the buyers hear 

amber. Both are produced at the same time, but by __ it), toot, toot! and here some more just as good. 

different bees. The light sample by very hairy, That stuff when it is not mixed. 
light-color Italian bees reared by Dayton; the amber Some writers are jealous of Dayton, because they 
by black and Italian. Here’s a big improvement for can’t write as well. Do you see the point? ‘They 

us. Who says no? ought to get more pointed bee stings, and learn some 

‘The Consumption of Honey and the Honey Market S&S. ‘ ; 
\ Knocked Out,” Honey as good as Sugar, and Build- The old prophets are signing heavy rains and large 

ing a Market, see editorials, crops next year, And these fellows have told the 
truth heretofore. 

2 w Rete . ee Bee Bai ce ieee Remember, the East is having a booming honey 

quite a crop of honey thisyear. Buf i's nearly over = vear. Our turn comes next. We always follow the 
now. He makes his own hives; hasanentrancetrap 33444 in good seasons. 
which catches all the bees any time of day and in sees 
one-half hour’s time ; only cost one cent. He hasan What is more tiresome for you to prepare, and 

escape that beats the Porter. ‘Thiscan be made for nappetizing for your family to cat, than a hearty 

Gvecents, Anda drone trap that lets the queen Cooked dinner of meat, potatoes, ete., during the hot 

through to mate; this trap is Kept in all du select months? And what is easier to provide than a brim 
drone hives. And best of all, he has a home trade  ™ing bowl of honey, berries, bread, and milk. 

for more honey than his bees produce. How’s that? Beecher wrote to his son, “Bea hard master to 

Honey in San Joaquin valley, Central California, yourself, but lenient to everybody else.” That's good 

says A. H. Gilstrap is “Gleanings” 20 to4ocarsto go advice for all of us. 
Fast probably. Mr. Daugherty isthe king honey pro- "The bees are on his hide, a clinging and a stinging. 
ducer up there; has only 1400 colonies. They pro- He’s a rheumatic that was wise but Oh, that 
duce honey every year in the San Joaquin, SaysMr. _ blumin’ feeling.
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Outside Diagnosis of a Bee-Hive. that the colony is COMmenany to starve and 
ee are eating their brood, and I feed them five 

Detecting Queenless Colonies—Starving, oF six pounds of honey at once. In the 
Robbing and Paralysis. spring of a good year while colonies may 

Epi often be saved by a close watch of the en- 
BY J. F. MCINTYRE. trances, it is not good bee-keeping to let 
cs 2 colonies get entirely out of honey. A few 

_, Lchoose this subject for an essay because hours after a colony has been made queen- 
it appears to be less threadbare than other 
subjects, and gives a better opportunity tO) pT 
say something new, and perhaps valuable. f % | 
When one becomes expert in judging the = : 

inside conditions by outside appearances it 4 | 
saves an immense amount of labor and dis- | 
turbance by not opening hives that are all ; 
right. It is a case where a little wit in the SS 5 3 | 
head saves much labor for the hands. I nS, 3 i | 
have just now been making use of this idea rg ay 2 bs i 
to tell which hives need feeding, and in a Sek, 2. Wee, gaa) 
few hours I have made a record of the NG a 338 ti 
weight of 200 colonies in this way. Witha | AY ck ‘ “ee MRS 
spring balance that weighs over 100 pounds hana m4 its. 3 s Sd ; 
I go along the backs of the hives and just ae 
weigh the back end; if it weighs thirty-five ‘ ee Fs 
pounds I feed at once, because I know that ,ai——a—! Rae ee Ms 
they are just out of honey. The figures Hi ==iigeea Fa, res rae 
range from thirty-five to seventy pounds [Res ag zr 2c 
with supers on. To find which colonies mage 
need feeding and feed them at atime like [hagg= omea juium 
this, when no honey is coming in and not pee ues ; 
get up robbery, shows a very skillful bee- po #2 
keeper. And to be able to tell which colo- [age 
nies need feeding without opening the hives fa a 
is a great help to prevent robbing. 

A Part of C. W. Dayton’s Apiary at Flerence, Cal. 

less the bees will run excitedly over the 
/ alighting board and the front of the hive as 

if searching for her. This is worth knowing 
when you find a queen outside of a hive and 
do not know where she came from; after 
the first excitement is over it is hard to tell 
from outside appearances whether the 
colony is queenless or not until the cells 
hatch and the young queen is lost and the 

" colony becomes hopelessly queenless. If 
Pe the young queen fails to return when she 

x goes out on her wedding trip the bees get 
~ 2 excited and run about searching for her the 

Se aor mes same as they did when the old queen was 
cm oan a ; § lost, but soon settle down and become list- 

tgs tt ay = = less and dejected—more bees hanging about 
Ft iw 2 } the entrance than in colonies that have 

ee Se te # queens. In the next stage the colony be- 
. Pee r V comes weak and the bees look old, and if 

ihe honey is not coming in robber bees will 
ek hover about the entrance. The next stage 

is a case of robbery, and the entrance 
blocked with robber bees rushing in and out. 

. a ik (Ca After the hive is robbed out it may be told 
SE eee ae Seu a by the pieces of wax on the alighting board 

In the spring of a dry year when Ido not and in the entrance. If not attended to at 
want the bees to breed up. strong on gates this stage moths soon destroy the combs 
I go up one row and down another and ex- and the entrance becomes blocked with the 
amine the entrance of each colony, atleast 2. crement of their larve 
every other morning, and when I find pieces ta 
of young white bees in the entrance I know (Continued on page 39.)
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A Phenomenal Dry Year’s In- If I continue, in the future, moving to 

crease. the bean fields, I should have all my sur- 
; > 

L. B. Dickerson of Norwalk, a novice, Be orbs made forsthe/followiie ¢-ason © 

starting into bee-keeping November, 1895, Last season and this season I have hada 
with twenty-two stands, though short of large amount of foundation drawn out during 
money, increases, till now he has about 140 the bean flow, and the results have been quite 
good, strong colonies, with plenty of honey, satisfactory. The last of June being about the 
August 20, 1896. end of the flow of honey from the sages, 

_ Mr. Zinn of same place, starts at same tees are usually in splendid condition for 
good ie aes colonies, now has over 200 the bean flow, which commences about the 

ae i first of July in wet seasons (this season be- 
B. S. BK. Bennett starts August 1, 1896, at ing ceeewaniioa. Now, " then hcesare 

a location ten miles south of Los Angeles, 5, operly and carefully moved in the favored 
with two colonies, now has eight full colo-  jocalities among the beans, they will fill up 
nies, and expects to have sixteen full colonies and crowd out the brood in a few days. This 

by September 15, 1896. All by the use of isthe time to have foundation drawn out 
introduced queens and full sheets of foun- profitably for the present as well as for 

dation. future use. 
gla a Beginning, I lift out the heaviest combs of 

Building Out Foundation. honey from the sides, avoiding, if possible, 
not to raise any brood, replacing these 
vacancies by spreading the balance of the 

Bees in the Bean Field—Bean Honey Has No brood, leaving alternate vacancies between 
Superior—Nucleus Swarms—Mr, J. well filled combs of brood; into these vacan- 

S. Harbison’s Expressions— cies I put frames of full sheets of foundation; 
Bright Reports. in two to three days the foundation is drawn 

> out and nearly filed with beautiful water-white 
BY M. H. MENDI.ESON, VENTURA, CAL. honey, as the queens rarely have a chance 

to lay into these new combs. I lift out these 
Mr. B.S. K. BENNETT: new combs of honey and put them into 

Your letter of the 14th received sometime supers for weaker colonies, not strong enough 
ago and was very busy in the bean fields or to build their own combs, but are in the 
I should have written before. right condition to store honey. The above 

My last letter was written toMr. Brodbeck _ vacancies I replace with new frames of foun- 
(as I thought he was with you) asking him dation to repeat as before. A super of these 
if he wished me to continue for your Jour- surplus combs of honey are quite an incentive 
nal, naming subject, etc., but not receiving to draw bees of the super, and gives the 
an answer I thought you did not wish me to queeus full sway in the brood department, 
continue, and no offense taken. As to com- as bees are naturally inclined to crowd out 
pensation, I did not expect it, as I wished to the brood department at the beginning of the 
help the good cause along. If you insist bean flow, and more so, if allowed to crowd 

upon compensation, why then, I have noth- the brood before putting on supers, as the 
ing to say, and leave that to you, whatever experienced well know. 
you think is right. Knowing you cannot Putting in foundation between irregular 
afford to pay much on your new venture, I combs should be avoided if possible. 
shall not expect much. I shall need some- Foundation drawn in the brood depart- 
thing in your line another season. I have ment, I have finished in the super and have 
been somewhat disappointed with thisseason better combs by being well fastened to 
on account of so much high fogs, and so bottom bar and seldom any sag when using 
little moisture ; as we usually have very wet six sheets to the pound. Foundation 
fogs, as it effects the honey flowin the bean to be drawn into the super I prefer five 
fields to a considerable extent; although my sheets to the pound, and now and then one 
bees have filled up in fine condition for will sag during a heavy honey flow. 
winter, ll not get a half crop of surplus My weaker colonies (nucleus swarms) 
from this source, and hassayed me many tons _ that are not strong enough for supers, I keep 
of feeding for the winter, asthe sages were drawing out foundation, as they usually fill 
an entire failure. I have about seven hun- these newcomb with honey, they crowd their 
dred colonies in the bean fields. The honey brood in a small space, although having 
when thoroughly ripened has no superior, plenty of room for storing. The extremes, 
both in color and flavor, but if taken off from the closing out of the sage flow by 
green or partly so, it sours in avery short evening of one day to the sudden flow by the 
time. The sage I can take off when about next morning, seem to change conditions 
two-thirds or nearly capped, but the bean within the colony. During a sage flow, I 
honey has to be well capped, and then left work my bees somewhat differently. 
upon the hive for a time, for safety. This is for the benefit of the beginner.
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No doubt the experienced will differ from ance, and not allow it to assume a stereotype 
me on some of the foregoing practices. form. 

P. S.—I was well pleased with your P. B. The advantage of exhibiting new appli- 
Journal, and more so with your last, a bright, ances and methods at meetings of a special 
newsy journal. But excuse me for criticising character, are that the exhibitor has atten- 
your method of publishing reports of big _ tive listeners, and feels that he is not casting 
prospects of crops without giving dates. his pearls before swine. 
It has a bad influence on prices, as the un- Thompson P. O., Cal. (Solidad Cafion). 
principled take advantage of the same. (Mr. Corey has taken the wrong side of the ques- 

I agree with J. S. Harbison, as expressed Bens sol ALE cee Whales ae oat he is 

by him in 1880, at one of the bee-keepers’ finits'In increasing a honey demand, is_better than 
conventions at Los Angeles, ‘‘Thatif these none. Second. The expense is really our present 
bright reports were left unsaid it would be RES ee who does not ee see a fair? 

better for the fraternity financially,” or {att year and could have got more, Don't that pay? 
words to that effect. Then I sold lots of honey, advertised my bee and bee- 

[Your letter to Mr. Brodbeck was not _ hive business, and had a week of fun. ‘Third. These 

handed to me, and as he signified his inten-  Pe8,] hope, 12, have alsed this, year, andl 1 want 
tion of starting a bee paper, as hecould not to advertise their honeys, and then the Agricultural 
run mine, he probably thought to keep you See ye eee more 2 pe hdl 

for a writer for his paper. Let us cheer the  jf'coin for your exhibits, have the privilege of a free 
brother’s paper and hope it will not meet hail to seil in, and a free pass to the fe grounds, 
with the failures that his associations have _ with lots of fun, than to expend money and time on 

that he has started from time to time. Tse Peymanentexbibits’ Of course they both are goad, 
the last directory is out, with G. W. Brod- best, all round? Those wishing to make exhibits at 
beck, President of the Los Angeles County the fair, and do not wish to attend, or Chamber of 

Association, in large type, type display, sure, Commerce, may place them in my charge. —Ep1toR.] 
“(my name in print.” Your ‘“ Building out AID P REL aes 
Foundation” brings out new light—Epi- INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION—PRIZE LIST 
oR. ] 1896, 

—— Class 54,—Bees, Honey and Apiary Supplies. 

Profits of Fair Exhibits. Sec. Sere Bn 

pine aes SORES: I Honey, Display Comb in most 
Having been asked to give my opinion on remarkable shape, 

this question, I will briefly give it: product of one apiary 
First. Fairs only last a week, which is EDO LSGO..(¢ csseescectesetonee G5: $3 

too short a time for an exhibit to be of much 2 “Display and Quality Ex- 
benefit either to the exhibitor or attendant tracted, in most mar- 
at fairs. ketable shape, product 

Second. The great expense in properly of one apiary in 1896, 5 
preparing bees and bee-keepers’ appliances 3 “Comb, not less 20 Ibs. 
for exhibtion at fairs, and the constant care quality to govern..... 3 
of an attendant are too great, when the 4 «« Extracted, not less than 
profits arising from such exhibt are taken 20 Ibs. in glass, quality 
into consideration. LO BOVE. .ccesesssss sce 3 2 

Third. The great interest taken in and 5 “Best granulated, in 
fostered by our Agricultural Fair managers glass, not less than 10 
in horse-racing and pool-buying and selling, IDS, Relish eesti eats 2 
so completely absorb all other interests that 6 «Crate Comb, not less 
I favor turning the whole matter over to the than 20 Ibs. in best 
jockeys and turning our attention in a dif- shape for shipping and 
ferent direction to bring our pursuit before getailing s 0c. cision ceca 8 2 
the people. 7 Bees, Colony of, properly named, 

The horticulturists, dairymen and _ bee- must be the progeny of 1 queen é 
keepers have meetings at stated times, and and exhibited in such shape 
improved methods should be discussed and as to be readily seen on two 
plans laid at these meetings for managing sides. Purity of race, docility, 
the different industries to the best advan- size of bees and numerical 
tage for producers, and the preparation of strength to be considered.. ..... 3 2 
products for market in as perfect manner as 8 Display of Queens, to be put up 

possible. in such shape as to be readily 
The permanent exhibit maintained at the seen by visitors—blacks not to 

Board of Trade rooms should be encouraged, COMPELS 5h ceiet as .ahessacccroneeee too, 2 
and contribution from bee-keepers and 9 Beeswax, not less than 10 Ibs... 3 2 
manufacturers of supplies should be added 10 Comb Foundation for surplus 
from time to time so as to vary the appear- honey, not less than Io hbs...... 3 2
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Sec: ist 2d queen. I found three swarms and now have 
6. Housdatl pee h Bae Prem. thirty, all Italianized and in first rate con- 

zt Sar Brace ee is eo $ $2 dition. Shall probably make a few more if 

Bs -feseategstrseressnrg sph tee S they keep on gathering honey as they are 
Honey, Vinegar, not less than 1 ey Pp Serene ied: 

te ened Bee 3 2 doing now. How is that for high in a poor 

i 1 Ce A olaeiend Supplies, season? You know that I am only a begin- 

13 Net ee eae PE! ‘Diploma 2et in the business; do you think any of 
os Ree aa ne oar eS D) your old hands at the business could do 

14 Co aki tees rey a aa her much better if they should try in such a sea- 

— eh ae seh —_ ae “ son? If you do, just let us know who they 

pregereueniyes Ee pe ae f are and we will try again. Made all my 

05 vGrentest oe oe Mies own hives by hand and attended to my other 

he Bor oncens ae ee “ business. Have purchased eight dollars 
L 2 Femail gue uie ue worth of foundation, purchased and had do- 

Coe ee eee eee ete n ae nated ten queens. It was so cold during 
Dregne aca escae rand: April and May that I could not raise queens 

ei aS wee Dive, Sore ee and get them fertilized. I was seventy-six 
8 EMER Coie ge “ years old Saturday the 22d. 

: Hone: Extractor Beran veh Santa Ana, Aug. 24th, 1896. 
9 Ww. % : Se eee [All will have to own that you are a great 

Fe) F oe 1 ne aan RES et bee-keeper. A beginner, yes, the above + 

ae Peer ape P a Aroma geno i looks like it. Dr. Gallup is the inventor of 

cee eae ree pare the Gallup hive, which is used to such an 

23 Be SURO Te: piece Seco aol aaa. extent in California apiaries. Quite a doctor 
A Serie aa area a hon to, for he doctors without medicine, with 

a eee asian SLO ee ie wonderful success. Speaking about his 
Pack De ease act led queens, look to July number and see Dr. 

25 = age abel a oe ‘ Gallup’s ‘‘Entertainment of Royal Guests.” 

6 Seo to SR Co a ae ae Yes, keep on Doctor, you’ll make honey 

o ae ete: Madindairems 0. « when all us other bee men have quit the 
nsseecastesatsenscnaeonsesess pasinces =e bal 

28 Largest and best display of 
Honey-bearing plants, prop- eae aaas, 

erly named and labeled............ “ pea Se a anes . 
29 Queen Cage such as is admitted Bees and as ae In Bee Jour 

to the mails by postal laws......  “ als. 

Entries made without charge, must be ts 

made before October 1oth. Entries can be Turning a Few Dollars. 

mailed to the secretary, M. F. Brown, 127 
North Main street. 55 

. Direct articles of exhibit to Sixth Agricul- BrsHop, INvo Co., Cat., July 14, 1896. 

tural Association, orto your humble servant. [To pH PACIFIC BEE JOURNAL : 

Los Angeles, Cal. Gents: I have received the January and 

I will offer an order for $25 worth of hives April numbers of your journal, and now you 

to the man who comes the greatest distance will please find enclosed fifty cents P.O. 

outside this county, and exhibits at this fair; order, my subscription for ’96. I am well 

will give $5 cash to the man who sells the pleased with the numbers received. May 
most honey at the fair and in the exhibit the Paciric BEE JOURNAL live long and 

building, and $3 to the man who will handle prosper. No wintering problems; no garden- 

my colony of bees in the wire cage with- 11g; 10 travels; no religion ; nothing but 
out being stung. Now all come and bees and their care, and how we may make 
see the fun on Saturday, October 17th, at 10 ee turn a few dollars. That is what we 

o’clock. Will give $3 to the man on Satur- want. : 

day who comes from the greatest distance. 4 rT have and work 250 colonies of bees, and 
{ will try to get a special prize for the in 96 put on the market ten tons of comb 

best exhibit. Yours honey and one ton of extracted. I will not 
> B.S. K. BENNETT. get that amount this season, but the quality 

“ Corey, come along.” issuperb. It is too soon to tell what amount 

hibits must be in place by October roth. I will have. 
page oh eee i 2 I would also become a member of the Ex- 

= ak e . s change, but am too remote to receive any 
Dry Year Eee ee Two COIs Os eenetia tron ie, 

Mee we y With best wishes for the Paciric BEE 
DR. E. GALLUP. JourNaL and Bee-Hive Company, 

I started in last spring with one good I remain, yours, etc., 
stock of bees and one poor stock with an old T. F. A. CONNELLY.
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Los BANos, Merced Co., Cal., bee men up there ought to have a present of 
August 4, 1896. a lot of modern hives, so show them the BEE 

FRIEND Epiror: Find inclosed a short JOURNAL, and get their subscription of fifty 
article, written for the JouRNAL. If you cents for a year.—EpITOR. ] 
choose to publish this I shall write for ouR ee 
journal. Send a sample copy of next issue ‘. . 
ws Fred Filbourn. teas ee to see the Bees in Arizona. 
bee-keepers in my vicinity and see what can BY WM. H. BARTLETT. 

one Deon tr Enea I have only kept bees for a year, and know 
vee és very little about them, but I like the busi- 

—- ness, and Arizona is a very good place to 
‘ keep the little rascals. 

Bees and Pepper Trees in Los One big advantage that we in the south- 
Banos. west have over the eastern bee men, is the 

short, warm winter, in which the bees con- 
BY E. L. DICKINSON, sume very little honey. 

Our surplus is light though the bees are I started this year with two bee-books, a 
well supported; the amount of surplus will ts subscription tothe Pacific Bee Journal 

not supply the home demand. The quality (which every bee-keeper should have), all 

is light amber, the sections are well filled, me supply catalogues that I could send 
and as uniform in weight as though we were "O% and seven stands of hybrid bees. 
having a fine season. I have taken from those seven hives about 

I will try and give the readers of the 15° pounds of comb honey, and 10 new 
Pact#ic BEE JOURNAL an idea how the bee Swarms which are all doing well. 
industry is carried on here. The bee-keepers Am going to try to-frame hives next 
are few in number, and, if I must say it, S¢4Son, as I think that size is better for this 

some of the bees are badly kept ; or, practi- ot climate. he 
cally speaking, not kept at all, to the sorrow , 1 peat my Honey for 10 cents by ‘‘work- 
of the poor bee, etc., so-called owners or ing the sae market. hi if 
keepers. Boxes of every size is their hive, Lune aoa to the Pacific Bee 
so let us hope to have some pattern drawn Journal, and glad it is edited by a man that 
in respect,to the welfare of the busy little understands bee-keeping in the Southwest. 
bee in the future. i aa 

The pepper tree has had two articles lately Perfect Apiculture. 
in our Journal, There are a great many of 4 
these ee in this vicinity, teh are need BSS CuAs Ton. 
for shade trees along our streets and yards. You ask, has bee-keeping reached perfec- 
And I agree with friend R. Wilkinin respect tion? Janswer, most assuredly, no; it has 
to honey gathered from this tree. While not. Neither the present, nor the genera- 
the trees are in full bloom the bees work tion to follow, will see perfection reached in 
diligently upon them, and the storage of the art, perhaps I would better say scéence, 
honey apparently increases. But the quality of bee-keeping. 
of honey, according to my taste or notion, Advancement is one of the great laws of 
does not decrease in flavor, or tastethe least our being. When we cease to advance we 
peppery. There is also no complaint of it begin to retrograde. 
in our home market. It sells just as good In no line of human endeavor has there 
as honey made from any other plant or been greater advancement than in the care 
shrub, and I, for one, cannot see why this and management of bees ; yet he would be 
tree should be despised or shunned by the foolish indeed, who would say we had 
bee-keepers. reached perfection in bee-keeping. 

The planting of more of these trees would There is room for improvement all along 
assist the bees, as it is a sure thing forhoney the line. We need to learn how to control 
every year, especially in my vicinity, where the swarming impulse ; how to control the 
they are kept well watered as they are here. mating of the queen. I believe the time will 

Los Banos, Merced Co., Cal., August 4th, come when we can control the breed of the 
1896. bee as surely as we now can and do that of 

[Thanks for your kind words and interest any of our domestic animals. Our tools, 
in your journal, Bro. Dickinson. Wish too, can be improved. I believe we will have 
more would feel like you and try to help in the near future extractors run by electric- 
their journal, for it is for their good and not ity, and removing the honey from both 
mine. I agree with you in the pepper trees’ sides of the comb without the labor of re- 
non-flavor of pepper in honey, for my bees versing the combs, We will also do our un- 
gather pepper tree nectar. But only did I capping by electricity. Improvements will 
detect the pepper flavor on eating comb also be made in foundation mills, enabling 
where pepper pollen was deposited. Those us to make foundation with cell-walls nearly,
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if not quite, full depth. Smokers, drone mainly due to the vast amount of waste 
traps, honey-boards, ail can and will beim- land extending over our mountain country, 
proved. Improved methods of ripening and _ that is not adapted to a diversity of farming, 
preparing honey for the market—aye! and and only seeks to invite a home for the 
marketing it too—will be discovered. honey bee. 

In a word, I do not now recall a single It has been suggested, and also practiced, 
thing connected with bee-keeping that can sowing seeds of the different sages and other 
be said to be perfect. These many improve- distinguished nectar-bearing plants, over the 
ments will not all come at once. Time hills and valleys, in order to furnish ample 
alone, coupled with the inventive genius pasturage for the bees, and thus stimulate 
of the Yankee race, will enable us,as the the present by an additional profit to their 

» millennium draws nigh, to approach nearer keeper; to what extent or value this prac- 
and nearer to that beatific state— tice may command, I am unable to state; 

“When this sceptered isle, basing my judgment upon personal observa- 
The earth of majesty, this seat of Mars, tion, I feel justified in making the assertion 
This other Eden—demi-Paradise— that this proposition will not meet the de- 

This fortress built by nature for herself, sired effect. : t 
Against infection or the hand of war ; Seasons that are blessed with sufficient 
This happy breed of men, this little world,  tainfall will always insure a bountiful crop, 
This precious stone, set in a silver sea, and in most localities planting under such 
Which serves it in the office of a wall; conditions is not a real necessity. 
As a moat defensive to a house, In seasons of extreme drouth, where seeds 
Against the envy of less happy lands.” pareieeD pesttered ead plants fully matured 
Ae * : or otherwise, do not produce nectar to an 
eee aes Erne De neare es eae Nena extent of profit; hence it is reasonable th 

Be Bate Ding, contemplate other methods wherein a stand- 
ie : ebay : ard of profit may be maintained, and in 
‘While there’s lifeon the lip, r- order to insure profitable crops each year, I 
While there’s warmth in the wine, see no other means of accomplishing this 

let us still strive for advancement. result without planting something that will 
withstand the severe dry seasons to which 
we are often subjected. 

Improving the Forage of Bees. The question may now arise, what are 
EY WD, PRENCE. these plants? I answer, the eucalyptus. 

y - i This tree will thrive in many places 
Perhaps there is no subject more vital to Where other plants will die; 

the interests of bee-keepers at this period On the hilltops, in the valleys, 
than the solution of a question, which has ‘Their especial favors lie. ~ 
been somewhat discussed in the journals, rel- Let us all unite in planting 
ative to the ‘‘ Forage of Bees,’ not only in The eucalyptus trees, 
the State of California, but in all parts of With their rich, inviting blossoms 

the United States. Calling forth the bees. 
Failures of the honey crop throughout the National City, Cal. 

country are becoming more numerous as ad- 

vances are made in the cultivation of the 5 
soil. It is apparent that something should eer 
be done Oy Way of planting, substituting A Stmile: 
domestic for the natural. High upon the mountain side lived an old 
Many people who, at one time, devoted man and his faithful companion. Their only 

their entire energy to the culture of bees, occupation was that of keeping bees, from 
have been driven to diversity by the re- the products of which they were enabled to 
peated failures of the honey crop. live comfortably. 

As time moyes on, there is little doubt as In the valley below were a number of 
to its continued depression, unless obviated farms and orchards. In summer-time the 
by the cultivation of plants. bees from the mountain visited the valley 

Climate and soil in different parts of the and gathered large quantitiesof honey from 
United States are so much at variance, I will the blossoms of the apple, the clover and 
only treat with the requirements of Califor- the corn, in turn scattering the pollen and 
nia in the light as I see it. more effectually fertilizing the flowers, enab- 

Localities that are favored by the cultiva- ling the farmers to gather abundant har- 
tion of alfalfa, citrus fruits, and other vests. In the fall, when the bees could no 
domesticated plants, are not considered, and longer gather nectar from the flowers, they 
do not apply within the meaning of this visited the cider-press, and often sipped the 

article. juice from the grapes that had burst from 
The advantage which California holds over over-ripeness or which had been punctured 

other States in the production of honey is by other insects or the birds.
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The farmers regarded the little bees as upon his bosom, while the long, silky curls 
great pests, and demanded that the old man hung down over his arm. Twice she raised 
must abandon his occupation. Failing to up and kissed him, but said no word, and I 
comply with their demands, they set fire to thought she had forgotten all about the sub- 
his little apiary, and barely escaping with ject. Ail at once, however, she sat upright, 
his life himself and companion went to and taking her father’s face between her 
dwell in another country. hands, squeezed his mouth into the shape 

7 * e e she desired, and kissing him again, said: 
The next year the crops were shorter than “Will you, pa?” 

ever before ; the clover yielded only half a It was so tender, plaintive and beseeching 
crop of seed, the fruit was scrawny and the that it would have brought an affirmative 
ears of corn were not so full and plump as answer from a stone-bound heart. ‘ 
usual, “Oh, yes. How can I refuse my little girl 

ie * * m and grandpa, too? There is plenty of lum- 
In the old man’s little garden there ber and plenty of tools. I have a man here 

chanced to fall a single seed of Canada who is quite a carpenter. You may plan and 
thistle. It grew and multiplied a thousand mark out, but 4e must do the work.” 
fold. The next year the increase was a ‘The first thing to do is to find the bees. 
thousand times a thousand. Whentheau- We can then tell how many hives we want. 
tumn winds blew from the northwest the 7 know where there is one swarm, that I 
thistledown was scattered broadcast over the will never forget. Daisy knows of several 
farms in the valley, and ere the farmers were more. We will make five hives, anyhow, 
aware their land was beyond redemption. and more if we need them.” 

The thistles and mortgages took the farms “‘ Five hives and three hundred pounds to 
and their once prosperous owners moved each hive! Oh! pa, what will I do with 
away. fifteen hundred pounds of honey? I don’t 

* a x * believe we can eat that much in a year, and 
The old man returned with his bees to his _ we’ve got to eat it.” 

mountain home. The product of his apiary “Ah no, Daisy, youcan sell it. Just think, 
was two-fold as much as ever before. But pa, of our little Daisy turning out a honey 
the bees gathered not the honey from the merchant ’’ 
clover and the corn, but from the thistles, “Fifteen hundred pounds of honey!’ 
and spanish needles, and goldenrod and cried Daisy, as she danced about the portico, 
blackberry vines that had taken possession ‘‘how much will all that honey come to, 
of the valley farms.—Los Angeles Spectator, grandpa?” 
August 10, 1896. “Well, I think it is worth ten cents a 

uu Miah pret stg pound all round, in San Diego: But you 
will be able to sell a good deal of it to neigh- 

BEES ON THE DESERT. bors and others at fifteen cents. But call it 
A Mule that Founded a Large Apiary and one hundred and fifty dollars; the even ten 

is now Educating a Young Lady. cents all round.” 
— “That is fifty dollars for ma, fifty dollars 

BY SKYLARK. for pa and fifty for myself. Wort we be 
rich?” 

CHAPTER UI, “Ves; but, Daisy, you may be disap- 
Two days afterwards, as we all sat on the pointed. They may not give you one-quar- 

portico, Daisy asked, ‘‘How much honey ter of that.’’ 
will my bees, ma, gather for Mr. Grandpa?” “ Well, I'll take my chances on that. Fif- 

“Well, Daisy, it depends on the year,and teen hundred pounds of honey!’ 
the condition your bees are in when the “« Brave little girl! She has got the fever 
honey comes. Some years each hive and bad.” 
their descendants may give you three hun- Her father coughed and excused himself, 
dred pounds of comb honey. The next as he had to write some letters. Her mother 
year you may get nothing, or next door also went to attend to some household du- 
to it.” ties. 

“Three hundred pounds!’ cried Daisy, “Daisy! do you know where Ebenezer 
capering over the portico, ‘‘three hundred is?” 
pounds of honey? And how many hives “No, grandpa, I don’t know him. He 
are you going to make, Mr. Grandpa?” don’t live about here.” 

“Well, that depends on how many bees we “But I mean the mule, y mule.” 
get, and on your pa’s lumber-pile. Do you “‘Oh yes, I forgot. I go down and pet 
think he will give us some lumber and tools, him every day. He loves me, Grandpa, and 
Daisy ?” I love him, because he brought you here. 

Her large, blue eyes settled on her father’s He is down in the barn.” 
face, but seeing no answer there, she sprang “Well, I want to go down and see him.” 
into his arms and pillowed her golden head “But ma don’t allow you to go off this
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porch, grandpa. I’ll go down, and Cousin “Only a string or rope, Dick, to sound 
Dick will bring him up.” the bottom of the cave ; the bee-veils and a 

In a few moments Daisy came back lead- lot of old rugs to make a smoke. 
ing the mule, and with her a young man é i ee * 
with great, honest, open, manly eyes that Great Jerusalem! Jerico, Babalon and 
told at once that he could be trusted under Ebenezer Hopplecat! Did you ever, man, 
any circumstances. since the world began, see such a storm of 

“Grandpa, this is my Cousin Dick, and bees? The crevices in the rock extended 
oh, he’s so smart, Ue’s a carpenter,ama- from the ground up, about seven feet. For 
son, a tinner, a blacksmith, and a gunner, four feet up it was very narrow, from four to 
and knows everything—everything, grand- six inches. The remaining three feet at the 

pa.” A top made a good entrance about two feet 
Dick laughed as he shook hands with Mr. wide. On looking in I beheld a sight that 

Grandpa, and said, “that’s a great little rooted me to the spot. Icould see the combs 
girl.” run straight back until the darkness shut 

“Does he know all about bees, Daisy ?”” them in from my view. I could see neither 
She looked blankly at Dick. side of the cave. For many minutes I stood 
“No. I know yery little about them.  spell-bound and unable to move. 

Long ago (he was only about twenty-two) I ‘False hopes, grandpa ?”’ said Dick. 
used to capture their honey—took it from “Oh Dick, I beg a thousand pardons for 
trees.” doubting you. Come, Mr. Lawrence, and 

“A carpenter, a tinner, anda bee-hunter! see this sight.” 
Why, you are the very man I want. Do you I turned and, setting fire to an old gunny- 
know where there are any bee-trees now?” sack, stuffed it into the crevice below, and 

“Yes, lots of them; but wouldn’t you the smoke began to pour up among the 
rather have a whole cave full of bees and bees. 
honey at once?” “ Well, well, this is beyond measure away 

I started to my feet. ahead of all my calculations.” 
“Young man,” I cried, ‘‘don’t raise false “Yes, and mine, too. Dick, help me 

hopes in my heart which can never be real- _up.”’ 
ized. This is a terrible shock to a weak and “But you are not going into the cave, 
nerveless spirit—it may prove fatal to me’’ grandpa, are you?” 
—and I silently wept—a weep that went to “Yes, I am. Why, I couldn’t sleep a 
that young man’s heart, especially when he wink tonight if I didn’t find out all about 
saw that Daisy began to cry also. what’s in there. Besides, Daisy will ask me 

“But it’s not a false hope, nor a false a hundred questions that I cannot answer if 
cave of honey, either, grandpa. I can take I don’t goin.” 
you to it any day—about five miles from Ah, then you are under petticoat-govern- 
here—and you'll see the biggest stream of ment, too, eh,” laughed Mr. Lawrence. 
bees going in and out that you ever saw, if “Yes ; little petticoats, and such govern- 
you are a ‘big bee-man,’ as Daisy calls ment is very dear to me.” 
you.” Dick brought a rope-ladder he had pro- 

“Hurrah! hurrah! Glorious!” Ishouted vided, about twelve feet long. Throwing it 
at the top of my voice, as I caught the child all inside but about three feet, he stuck a 
to my bosom. “‘ Dry your tears, Daisy, we  cross-stick into the ropes, that caught on the 
are going to have a whole cave full of bees inside of the rocks, and likewise one that 
and honey.”’ caught on the outside, thus making it possi- 

The noise brought out Mr. and Mrs. Law- ble to climb up and go down on the inside 
rence. on the same ladder. Dick is a genius. As 

“Mr. Lawrence,” said I, “your nephew, I was about to climb, Mr. Lawrence said 
here, has told me news that will change all very gravely: 
my plans; news of a’great cave of bees and “Grandpa, I do not like —I seriously ob- 
honey, about five miles from here. I want ject to you going in there without we have 
to see that cave today. I mustsee it before ‘some hold on you. Dick, if you have no 
I sleep.” rope, take the lines off the horses. We can 
‘Whose land is it on, Dick ?” splice them with the checks and make them 
‘Old Jones’, but he wouldn’t go near it long enough.” 

for a kingdom.” Tying one end of the lines around my 
“Is it far up the mountain? Grandpa is body, I descended into the cave. It was 

weak yet, you know.” about forty feet wide, but owing to the 
“Why, he won’t have to walk but twenty combs being built up pretty close to the en- 

steps from the wagon up a gentle rise tothe trance, I could not see how far back they 
mouth of the cave.” ran, but I counted two hundred of them, 

“Very well, after dinner put the carriage that ran straight back into the darkness, 
horses to the light spring wagon. Grandpa and I was bound to find the end of them if 
will tell you what to take along.’’ I had to go clear through to China. I could
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not walk upright under the combs, but had ward march. He had not gone far when, 
to go in a stooping position, as I slowly felt lo! another great cluster, suspended to the 
my way forward with my feet toward the branch of a tree, greeted the victor’s eyes. 
back end of the cave. As I pushed onward What to do to make sure of the second 
there was nothing but dense darieess before swarm, for a few moments puzzled George’s 
me, but when I looked backward toward the _ brain, but finally, the happy thought struck 
entrance, I could see pretty plainly every- him that he could well spare one of the two 
thing in the cave. Directly Dick shouted: shirts from his back for such a boon; so ty- 

“Hoid on, grandpa, till I get another ing the neck and sleeves of his shirt and 
string.” thus converting it into a sack, he hived the 

After some delay there was another shout: bees and bore the two swarms away with 
“Go on.” joyful satisfaction to Honey Dell apiary.— 
When I succeeded in reaching the back Redlands Facts. 

end of the cave, I found I was not there at 
eee ae a match and found that che roof rapee ai 
shelved down to within four feet of the " 
ground, and that the cave terminated in a Strength of Bees. 
long, narrow entry that ran back into cimme- A French naturalist, M. Plateau, has 
rian darkness. I was, however, atthe end of tested various insects to ascertain their 
the combs. AsI stood looking toward the strength, and finds that the smallest ones 
light, I measured the distance with my eye, are often the strongest. According to his 
and determined that the cave wasa hundred experiments, a bee can drag off thirty times 
and twenty feet long. as much as a horse can, according toits size. 

“Well,” said I, ‘‘this is the biggest hive One bee dragged easily twenty others, and 
I haye ever manipulated, and if I succeed I showed a power proportionate to a locomo- 
may proudly claim that I have handled the tive. What astounding muscular power the 
largest hive in the world!” bee must have, when we remember that a 

At this moment I was startled by alow whole swarms hangs from the limb of a tree, 
growl behind me, some distance back in the when but comparatively few bees touch the 
narrow entry. I peered into the darkness limb itself. 
and saw a sight that chilled my heart and 
made the blood run cold in my veins. Four Fay pew pe 
great balls of fire glared at me out of the 
darkness. I involuntarily fell upon my Los ANGELES, CaL., Sept. 3, 1896. 
knees. ‘No animal,” said I to myself, wr, G. W. BRODBECK 
“has four eyes— four eyes that are living South Los Angeles. 
flames of fire! It must be the devil him- I have been informed of your remark 
self.” The infernal old scoundrel must have against my honesty and integrity, made at 
known my thoughts, for he winked at me the Board meeting of the Bee-keepers Ex- 
with his whole four eyes at once. Thiscon- change, namely, that I would beat said Ex- 
vinced me that I was right. filet change out of the money I owed them; when 

“Oh! Mr. Devil,” I pleaded, “don’t take J] have at present a charge in my favor of 
me now. I have just got up from a bed of — g900 against them; now have you any 
sickness and have no arms with me what- feason for the remark? Have I ever been 

ever. You know you have the reputationof dishonest with you? On the other hand 
being the meanest cuss on earth, and now have you been honest with me? Was not 
you have a chance to redeem your reputa- the first transaction of yours with me dis- 
tion by telling me go. It is the meanest honest? and I can prove it; have I not 
kind of a trick, anyway, to get a fellow into favored your orders for less than cost, at 
a subterranean cayern, without giving him east 4o per cent lower than list prices? 

notice that you intend to take him. Oh! What have you done forme? Now this is 
Mr, Devil, please give mea chanceto run!” the way you are repaying me. 

(LO BE CONTINUED. ) Have I not always sent my energies toward 
—— - the advancement of bee-keepers interests? 

ae ee You know better than any other man, what 
AcNovel, Beer Hive: have you done? only broke up the best Bee 

Geo. H. Walker, of Mill Creek apiary,had Association we ever had. Have you ever 
his inventive skill put to the test a few days made a success in California with bees? If 
ago in the line of hiving bees. He had oc- so I’m not aware of it. 
casion to go some distance from his bee Now because you can not run the paper, 
ranch to procure a fine large swarm of bees. and slander people as you have done Mr. 
Fitting up a hive with frames, foundation, Dayton, when he does not deserve it, you 
cover, etc., for the reception of the busy are my enemy; isnot such opposition as this 
pets, he embarked for the capture of his degrading our industry. 
prize. He succeeded nicely in securing the Yours, 
bees and started in triumph on his home- B. S. K. BENNETT.
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Words of Our Customers. Ce ee eee 

Sonora, Aug. 5, 1896. § 
BENNETT BEE-HIvE Co.: Enclosed find 3 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. $ 

order for one dozen untested queens. Send BY B.S. K. BENNETT. 
four now and the others I will order later N 3 
on, as I have supers on some of my hives RR PRR PRPPPRLRLRLRLPQLDR LPR RR DPPP 
and do not wish to move them now. I re- HOW TO"AVOID STINGS. 
ceived the sections, etc., on the 3rd, in good 3 
condition, and prompt. How can bees be handled without the 

The queens received from you some time handler being stung?—A. C. R. 
ago are fine. I find that Italians are a great The most successful way is by the use of 
deal better in almost every way than the smoke. Some colonies of blacks and so- 
black bees. called hybrids will not mind smoke, though; 

My bees are doing very well and Iwill tell So to these better be introduced an Italian 
you later on how I have done this season. queen, leather color preferred, as they 

Yours truly, seldom offer to sting after a puff of wood 
H. Hartric. smoke at the right time. 

On opening a hive, smoke the entrance, 
MORENO, RIVERSIDE Co., CAL, gently lift the cover and puff smoke once 

August 19, 1896. under it, lay the cover one side and if the 
BENNETT BEE-HIVE Co. bees raise their heads above the top bar give 

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find one smoke only until they go down again; gently 
dollar check on Union Bank of Redlands,  jift the frame, don’t jar it or be nervous, as 
for which please send one Clark’s cold this attracts the bees, and don’t be afraid, as 
draught smoker. The forty cents in excess fear is a stinging cause ; work carefully and 
will pay postage, and exchange on the slowly, don’t make quick motions; if the 
check. Send smoker just as quick as possi- ees or a bee make a bee-line for you, give 
ble, as I need one badly, for some degener- jt smoke. Too much smoke will often cause 
ate person (maybe he’s a populist) without  geyere stinging. 

wee ee a tee. sit Ey BRO ED Get HANDLING BLACKS AND HYBRIDS away with mine last night. ced Ss 

Tam yours very truly, Blow smoke oncein the entrance, tap on 
Joun M. FRANCE. the hive till you hear a roar, watch the en- 

ae ks trance and when the guards start out smoke 
Los BANos, Aug. 21, 1896. them back, pry the cover loose and smoke a 

BENNETT BEE-HIVE Co., Los Angeles. tittle. Raise it and smoke again. Watch 
See HETAee The teltan bees pied oe that entrance. Take off the cover, watch- 

mcruiis BY. CEPicRe: ey are fine; the ing the top bars for bees ; when they appear, 
anece isa une bee, and there was erin wie a prior smoke and then prdeeed a be- 
resh eggs. shall ] em get a iittle fore, but watching that entrance all the 
stronger before moving to a larger hive. while. If they adage, don’t drop the frame, 
Ae Se food condition and am very pnt hold it with the left hand, and with the 
eee fake right smoke them; place the frame back, 

Yours truly, aoe the hive and Freceed again as before. 
E. L. DICKINSON. After rubbing out the stings—never pinch 

Seay eae ares the sting if a part of the sting is left—get a 
The Queen’s Arrival. pair of tweezers and get it out immediately. 

A son of the Marquis of Salisbury is much Acquire the knack of unconsciously getting 
interested in bee-farming, and this very mild your hands in contact with your clothes at 
hobby resulted in the wildest kind of excite- the same instant the bee gets there. Throw 
ment in the neighborhood of Hatfield the away the hive whose frame top bars stick to 
other day. Young Cecil, finding one of his the cover. it ft 
hives queenless, sent an order to Welwyn, I work in the apiary under this method 
the nearest town to Hatfield fora Carniolan without a veil and never get stung in the 
queen—a famous Italian bee—and atked to face and seldom on the hands. 
be informed of the time of its arrival. The = Rae OOS és 
bee-dealer sent off the bee by the next train, ae BEES TN CONDITION: 
and wired: ‘The queen will arrive by the My colonies are run out, I guess, because 
3:40 this afterdoon.”” When Lord Cecil they make no honey. What can Ido to get 
reached the station to take possession of his them an coud ont aa Baja Ronee 
bee, he found the place thronged. The Introduce a good, young queen after kill- 
telegraph clerk had iiterpeeted the telegram ing the old one; feed honey or sugar syrup, 
eee paying a eucee vat if us Lee For a Heder Here Pe 
o Hatfield, and, being unable to keep suc’ wood, a fruit can or tumbler, or % 
interesting news to himself, the iafoemiador with feed, place block on the opening, invert 
spread like wildfire. and set on the top bars of frames, then place
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a top box on with the cover tight. When Honey Producing Made Profitable. 
you kill the queen see that no moth-worms Sie hee 
or disease are in the comb. Reducing Cost of Production—What Capi- 

DETECTING MOTH-WORMS IN COMB, talcan do—An Idiotic Statement— 

This is accomplished by the thin covering het iepsse: 
over the brood, the wax having been re- ae 
moved by black and hybrid bees. Italians The Bennett Bee-Hive Company retiring 
go further and take the worms out if they Rrra eae Lae ses 
ever allow them to get into the comb, which BY B.S. K. BENNETT, 
is seldom in a strong colony. Now place in : 
all empty frames full sheets of foundation Profitable honey production seems to be a 
or comb, place in a frame of hatching bees, _ thing of the past, and while the versions of 
if you have any, put in two frames if there remedy have been many, we still hear the 
is enough bees to cover them, close the hive wailing cry echoed from coast to coast, 
and make it tight, with small entrance. “prices below cost of production.”” The 

NO MOTHS IN BER-HIVES prices seem impossible to raise; the less pro- 
. uced the lower the price. This is caused 

That are made right. Proper bee spaces by the absence of the much despised middle 
everywhere. No space in hive where wood pian, for is he not the producer’s agent to 
touches wood, with a barring of more than — the consumer; thus when he hears “no crop” 

a quarter of an inch, and frames resting on his attention is called to more profitable 
tin rabbets ; no cloths and no holes. pursuits, therefore honey has no representa- 

FINDING QUEENS. tive and the demand drops on account of its 

I wish to introduce queens, but cannot non-representation; thus down goes the 
find mine. How will I look for them?— price, for the price of honey is not governed 
Miss A. D. by the law of supply and demand as much 

Look for them. ‘Take out the central as other products, for it yet has no perma- 
frame, look it over, see that there is brood nent demand. The cry has always been 
and eggs in it (of course the comb should be ‘“‘bee men combine and corner and exclude 
one piece, nct pieces; remedy, use founda- the product from the market and up will go 
tion), place this frame in an empty hive; do _ the price.” This the Bee-keepers’ Exchange 
so with all the frames. Haven't found her? has pledged to do, but they had not honey 
Well, look into the now empty hive; well, to do this corner act with. However, their 
put a queen excluder over the entrance, lay corner plan has had its trial without the aid 
a board in front, take each frame and brush Of the Exchange, and I ask, where is the 
the bees off on the board in front, place Price? Fora fact it has reached its lowest 
frames in old hive, now pick up the queen in ™ark in apicultural history, for this month 
front. What, still no queen? Well, then, We find extracted sold at 214 cents, and good 
fertile worker, carry hive away, place empty white-capped comb 5 cents. This corner or 
hiye in its place, shake all bees off comb and exclusion act I refer tois the dry year, which 
they will fly back to old location ; now in- has formed a total exclusion of our product 
troduce your queen. of over 500 carloads from Southern Califor- 

POUNDAIION: WORTE NOTHING: nia, The corner came without the aid of 
; = Pa ee Fee the Exchange, yet I claim if this exchange 

IT don’t believe foundation is worth any- was properly handled the price would un- 
thing. Whatdo you consider itis worth?—B. qdoubtedly advance, by only adding and 
J. K. (Owns 100 stands of bees. ) creating a demand and encouraging and in- 
Worth $1.00 a pound to bees. Cost of creasing it But some say, where is the 

putting in, say 34 cents. For with itthey honey to work this demand? I reply that 
will build combs in two days, without it, there is still a little honey which could be 
fourteen days; consequently twelve days’ sed as a stepping stone in creating a de- 
loss in honey gathering. Twelve days’ mand. But 1 advocate that an article that 
honey lost at % pound per comb per day cannot be much improved upon will not 
equals 6 pounds at 4 cents=24 cents,6 sheets stand a much advanced price, thus we must 
tothe pound. $1.34 worth a pound. look further than this toward a better and 

Fine Bees for Sale. IES 
I have 200 to 300 colonies for sale, more LOWERING THE COST OF PRODUCTION. 

than the amount I wish to run another sea- The bee journals are a theme in cheap pro- 
son, as I have a big increase every season. duction, for do they not give the advanced 
Bees are in splendid condition for winter. rapid labor and cost-saving methods? Their 
Many of the hives are a job lot of bees I ads. show where to get the cheap goods,and 
have bought at various times, and need yet they are not worth fifty cents a year. 
cleeting for bee space. I'll sell at a bar- Now this paper to be made what it should be 
gain. M. H. MENDLESON, would be worth one dollar a year, thus the 

Ventura, Cal. amount gained by the publishers is insuffi-
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cient to pay for carefully constructed essays while the labor is nine and one-half times 
which would do all producers a world of greater. Now on still a larger plan these 
good in lowering the cost of production. hives can be made for forty cents, and that 
Now study and think on this unless you with a freight of one cent a foot on lumber. 
wish always to sell your honey below cost. Take this freight off, which is twelve cents, 

“The production of honey can yet be re- and this leaves only twenty-eight cents for 
duced in cost one-half; the market can be the cost of the one dollar dovetailed hive of 
improved by the above so as to advance today. This can be done by a large business, 
prices.” Idiotic statement, isn’t it? Re- operated by one manager, the heavy part of 
member this and I will show youhow. The the hive made and sold where the lumber 
Bennett Bee-Hive Company, the pioneer bee grows, thus no freight. The inside accurate 
suppliers, are going out of business on ac- fine work made at one local factory, thus 
count of the great expense of doing asimall getting perfect work. By this method the 

business, And as this firm was the pio- railroad would come to time with special 
neers in cheap goods to bee men this fact freight rates on the goods necessary and 
is deplorable, inasmuch as their doing a ship such as sections. These could be made 
good business would increase competition, in the eastern basswood timber belt by this 
which would tend to get the goods still same firm at a greater reduced price, and all 
cheaper. Now that they retire, others will other supplies could be made much cheaper, 
think that as long as this old company could for under a large production the business 
not succeed, it is no use forus to try. Thus could be managed to manufacture 1000 hives 
while the price of honey goes down the cost in one order, which tested cost is only ten 
of supplies goesup. But I havethoughtofa cents each for cutting, while now the busi- 
way to check all this and at the same time ness is run in orders of fifty hives, at a 
raise the price of honey, and in this under- manufacturing cost of sixty cents each, this 
taking I must have the help and encourage- fifty cents is lost, nobody makes it, for on 
ment of all honey producers, and if I can every order the time in getting ready to do 
manage thus to produce a dollar hive for the work on a bill of hives is seven hours, or 
fifty cents (not talking 16 to 1) and by so_ $5 for each order, while the other expenses 
doing increase the demand for honey at a are practically the same when we produce 
better price, l’m a corker, so lend me your twenty-five hives a day in small orders, as 
help. one hundred hives a day in large orders, 

Fifty-cent hives which are now worth one thus time and money is lost in a small busi- 
dollar can be gotten by a large business as ness, the laborers’ cause is ruined, poor bee 
this table will show. . man pays high prices. But the rich man’s 

coffers still fill, for HE has no losses. 
SMALL BUSINESS. One hundred thousand hives a year looks 

5,000 bee-hives at $1 each............++.$5,000 big, but there are 642,000 hives in use in 
Interest on $2,000 capital.............$200 California, They last ten years or less, thus 
Rentlof planite/.cesnie uct. 500 the demand for replacement alone is 64,200 
Wear of machinery.........00++ 200 hives and the increase makes a total of 

TMSULATICE Wiite.<sseceess + <eers-293-7- LOO 100,000 a year, then there are eight states 

Wages for four months............... 800 yet on the Pacific coast to be taken care of, 
Managers’ salary............s.:++1 1200 and with the honey demand at ten pounds 
Lumber at 4oc per hive.........-... 2000 per capita instead ofseven-tenths ofa pound 
Present business. ..........:.++.-.-= —— $5,000 honey selling at six cents, the cost less than 

three cents, and we would make something 
LARGE BUSINESS. like one million hives a year. There is no 

2 _ end to profitable honey production for the 
qian hives at 50 cents each... ......$50,000 honey wilt sell, if pladedtherave the people 
nterest on $20,000 capital.....$ 4,000 in correct shape, and the price is not cut Rent of plate -cs9ss-0¢s0ncxe--=-<---, 000 among predaceea 2 

a Eg ON BID Hive-making is an important piece of 
MSULAN CEs tes cscs Vetecasts csssncecaers 500 cA idiiae il placblenrortai® omecoolaud 
Wages for four months.. .......... 7700 On PY $500, 
Managers’ salar 1800 lose itift cannot manufacture a more per- 

Teabee for ies. BA See (ae fect hive than is in the market anywhere. 
ieteerenaessssessese 5p #201680 Bul ihe pou is, oo nt eet my ee 

* x. 0 others and make all my hives. No, Iam 
Serene Cee OE gers, Ore ste ee obliged to employ unskilled labor, who 

8 9) 8 i cannot be expected to do good work under 
The profit is shown to be 20 per cent on six months time, and in that time I shut 

the fifty cent hive and only 10 per cent on down on account of small business and no 

the dollar hive. It shows thatthe capital is capital. Thus every year I get new and green 
only increased ten times while the produc- hands. “‘It takes a man years to learn to pro- 
tion is twenty times, that the other expenses , duce honey,’ so with a bee-hive factory with 
outside of labor is only a little in advance, skilled help constantly employed would
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come good quality, but cheap goods and this ordering of planing mills or buying lumber 

can be brought about by bee men. and making their supplies themselves. Of 

Capital can do for us what we have been course no one can expect to make a two- 
unable to do, namely, cheap bee hives and story hive complete for fifty cents, and no 

supplies, honey stores throughout the coun- planing mill will undertake the job at that 
try, then ‘competition would be the life of price. When riding through Riverside 
trade.” Honey would stand on a par with county on my wheel I stopped at a planing 
sugar, thus the merchants would recognize mill fora rest and talk, and I almost got 
a good thing and lay in a stock, for these into a free fight by declaring that I, unas- 
merchants will not be undersold even if they _ sisted, could cut five thousand feet of lumber 
sell below cost (that where sugar is), and into hivesin one day. Why says my oppo- 
the demand for honey would keep increas- nent, ‘‘a man can’t handle and pile five 
ing just as long as the producers’ price was thousand feet of lumber in nine hours,” 
firm, then it would be a case of middlemen showing very clearly that they knew noth- 
eat middlemen, but the poor producer would ing of handling lumber for hives. And while 
be poor no more. There, my saying cheap I can do this amount of work with ease, no 
production will advance prices, for when man can be broke to do it in six months, 
all the bee men place all their orders with showing very clearly why we should run all 
me for filling I will guarantee cheaper the time. Now the mills and box factories 
goods, and interest capital in starting the making hives, as well as the man who makes 
pall of honey, demand rolling and a-tumb- his own, are a detriment to cheap produc- 

ling. tion, so we all should interest ourselves in 
These contracts I wish all honey producers this specialty factory who have our own in- 

tosign and return to me. They will give dustry at heart, and who you can feel sure 
you alla chance toget yoursuppliescheaper _ will do their part of cheapening the cost of 
than anywhere else. Give me a chance to production to make profit. 
interest capital, give you a share in the i a 
profit, and if you all work right, talking to OUR REBATE OFFER OF JULY 
your neighbors getting them interested to Is bringing in lots of friends, and the rebate 
order from us, we can, without doubt, give ordershave kept us busy. Thetime was up 
back a iarge amount, and incasethe business August roth, but nearly all the rebates were 
reaches $50,000 a year, and the profits allow, _ filled, Numerous small orders were sent. 
we will give you back one-half the money Of the large orders here are a few: 
you have paid us for goods. We are look- Mr. Geo. Filton, of Newhall, gets $13.60, 
ing for a future, not the paltry money to be an order tovapply when presented. 
gained now, and we will have future if there Charles Anderson, Banning, gets $5.80 
is a bright future for apiculture. Sign these back in brood foundation. 

contracts any way, even though you think Hubbard & Newhall, Pasadena, gets $4.00 
you can’t purchase on account of distance, back in bee hives. 
for the more contracts the higher the price E. Woodman, Fallbrook, gets $10.60, an 
of honey; the only binding feature of the order to apply next year. 
contract is that if you do not do as you agree Mr. Woodman says in his letter in asking . 
you lose your rebate on your orders, and I for rebate: ‘‘But I don’t believe you will 

hope your honor will keep up the price of doit. I bought a bill of goods on March 
honey anyway. ? 3 17, 1896, andif I am entitled to a rebate I 

Now, bee men, just every one of yousign would be very glad to get it, for I have not 
these contacts, tear them from the JOURNAL, made any surplus honey or increase in bees 
and mail them to me, just letthem comein, this year, but the bees are pretty well filled 
let no time be lost, do it now. up around here.’” 

B. S. K. BENNETT, B. L. Dickerson, Norwalk, $2.00 in sundry 
365 East Second St., supplies. 

Los Angeles, Cal. T. O. Anderson, Rincon, gets $3.00 in sun- 
dry supplies. 

This is my last call and if this appeal to L. Gansey, Santa Ana, gets $3.60 in sun- 
aid you and myself is not heeded, the con- dry supplies. 
tracts signed and returned by the date re- J. M. Jones, Los Angeles, gets $16.50 in 
quested, I will not call again and Bennett sundry supplies. 
will drop out of the field, much the same as B. W. Smith, East Los Angeles, gets $9.90 
he entered four years ago, like a comet. in sundry supplies. 

This BEE JOURNAL has received the high- Geo. Ottis, San Francisco, gets $54.70 in 
est praise from all the other journals, yet sundry supplies. 
the patronage should be twenty times And numerous others. Mr. J. Shandow- 
greater than itis. I want no profit, no re- ney, of Fulton Wells, called but refused to 
muneration from it, only let it hold its own. take a rebate as he said the goods were good 

Cheap production to many seems to mean , enough for the money. This is just what 
that they must get their goods near home by _ others claimed, and they seemed satisfied.
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We are condemned for making a poor lot formed extending the full width of the hive. 
of hives furnished Messrs. Moore, Pond, W. By thus constructing the bottom board it 
J. Oates, and Starch of Riverside, Mr. Crow- enabled the lower story to be used inter- 
foot, of Wildomar, A. M. Peters, Fallbrook changeably as an upper story. This is util- 
and Fred Gross, Ravena. These orders we ity and simplicity indeed, but in the practice 
did not fill; had nothing to do with them, of migratory bee-keeping it is preferable to 
and can make no rebates on them. Mr. have the hives always in condition for trans- 
Crowfoot purchased 200 redwood hives from portation, and this necessitates fast bottom 

Los Angeles and was very much displeased _ boards and a different entrance. With all of 
with them, and we have reason to believe these entrances there is a forward extension 
he thinks we lied by disclaiming the mak- of the bottom board which is not only a 
ing of them. But as a matter of fact we waste of lumber, but when the hives are on 

made only one order of 100 hives of red- a wagon it occupies considerable valuable 
wood for Charles Graham, of Newhall, and space. With the Heddon or Langstroth 

the lumber was so unsatisfactory we entrances contraction blocks were needed. 
utterly refuse to make bee-hives of redwood. These were liable to be lost in the grass and 
Only the best of solid white pine lumber occupied considerable space if stored away. 
will suit us, and we hope to have this lum- Enough blocks for 125 hives is enough to 
ber soon in such quantities as to always fill two grain sacks full. Then when the 
have a large, dry stock on hand to makethe bees were moved a quantity of other sticks 
finest goods from. and nails and hammer were necessary, and 

Paes pees what is worse than all the rest is the ham- 

is mering upon the hives. 

The Entrances to Bee-Hives. The ertratice under way of description is 
—— a near resemblance to the knot hole in the 

A Cheaper Entrance—More Effectnal=teas Hollow tree or log gum hive. If a single 
Toss c(Bece “asily Closed =o aligne —_Holewas provided 1t should beiat Teast two 

ing Board—More Honey—Honey got inches in diameter; likewise a building for 

into the Super Better. one thousand persons should have a door 
a sixteen feet wide. A two-inch hole can 

BY C. W. DAVTON. easily be stopped by tacking a piece of shin- 
gle or shake over it. But it is aimed to 

Of the entrances of the ten or fifteen-box avoid nails, so the alternative is found in 

hives I know of a few are notches in the corks. A cork for a two-inch hole is un- 

lower edge of the front board, and five  wieldy and easily knocked out, so it is best 

have several half-inch holes located near the _ to adopt something smaller and increase the 

center of the front board. Box hives are uumber of holes. A two-inch hole also pro- 

deemed an advantage over the straw hive vides waste because the bees can only travel 

and log gum or section of hollow tree, which —_ upon its circumference while the center is 

usually occupied the weediest corner of the vacant. Therefore the size of hole should 

garden fence. be selected with regard to the size of the bee. 

With the adoption of frame hives came A half-inch hole will admit bees to pass, but 

the latterly extended crevice cut from the in practice they prefer to alight some dis- 

front boards. Sometimes this entrance was tance within the entrance, and especially 

as wide as the brood chamber, and some- delight to alight upon one another. It is 

times not more than two or three inches softer and surer for their feet than the hard 

wide and three-eighths in depth. The in- wood. The bee which is traveled over is not 

experienced in bee-culture think that all inconvenienced to any noticeable extent. 

that is necessary is for the entrance to be If half-inch holes were used it would require 

large enough for a single bee to pass. This seven or eight for an average strong colony. 

would be comparable to a small door to a Scanty entrance is bad, and the bees will 

very large church, except that the throng bite and pull at the joints of the hive and 

passing in and out through the hive en- super or cover for weeks in their efforts to 

trance is constant all the day long. Next find another exit. Again, the small holes 

came the simplicity form of entrance. This are too fussy for a hurried bee-keeper to 

consisted of a V shaped notch cut in the operate. The size and number which I pre- 

front edge of the bottom board. By moy- fer is three one-inch holes located exactly 

ing the hive forward and rearward upon the in the center of the front board of the hive 

bottom board the entrance was enlarged or and about two inches apart in the horizon- 

contracted. Following this came the Hed- tal direction. After a test of three years 

don form of bottom board. A board cleated with over one hundred hives this entrance 

on the under side to prevent warping, and seems preferable to any other. The size is 

three-eighths or one-half-inch high strips most in accordance with the notion of the 

nailed about its side and rear margins upon _ bees as to what an entrance should be, and 

which the hive rests. By omitting the strip they simply throw themselves into it with- 

from the front margin the entrance was out any maneuvering. If it is filled with
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bees the incoming bees drop right in An entrance high up in the hive might 
amongst them. Less bees miss the inch provide a shorter route to the sections, but 
holes than forward projecting alighting this is of little or no advantage, since it is 
boards. not the bees which gather the honey which 

Many object to an entrance halfway up _ store it in the combs. 
the front of the hives as hindering the re- As all bee-keepers know it is the disposi- 
moval of rubbish from the bottom boards. tion of bees to keep brood in the combs 
It was thought at first that it would be nec- nearest the entrance and store the honey in 
essary to have the bottom boards loose in the most distant part of the hive from the 
order to assist the bees to keep them clear, entrance. The reason the honey is stored 
but though there have been none removed far from the entrance is to get it in the most 
for two years they are now as clean as with inaccessible location for robbers. The bees 
any kind of entrance. A little shelf just know that robbers will not carry away 
beneath the auger holes has been suggested. _ brood, yet that is not the main reason why 
In this case when a bee missed it would have it is located near the entrance, nor is dis- 
more difficulty than ever to gain the upper tancethe main reason the honey occupies 
side of the shelf. In fact a shelf is a real the particular location. The brood is located 
detriment, because the bees would be in fear _ near the entrance so that it will fall within 
of striking against it. The auger hole is the limits of the cluster of bees which bees 
the mark they aim for and they think will be in position to guard the entrance 
as much about alighting and crawling on- from invasion by enemies, The higher the 
ward to the entrance as an arrow would of — entrance is located the greater the tendency 
alighting on a level surface, and then jump- to store the honey in the super. Two en- 
ing up against the target. The disposition trances, one at each end of the brood combs, 
of the bee is identical with that of the arrow. increases the tendency still more, and an 
A base runner might slide in on a level plat- entrance on the sides of the brood chamber 
form at a risk of getting slivers in his pants will cause the honey to be removed from the 
because he learns to adapt himself to varied side combs and stored up-stairs. If we 
conditions. A man alights upon his feet allow side entrances they may be closed by 
but a bee alights upon those feet which cor- propolis This is because the front entrance 
respond to a man’s hands. A man may is sufficiently large. So if the side entrances 
jump and grasp the limb of a tree with his are to be preserved the front entrance should 
hands, which is the way a bee prefers to be contracted until there will be an actual 
alight, but a man, when he alights from a _ need of more entrances. 
wagon to the ground, does not land upon Bait sections serve to start the storage of 
his hands unless there is some mistake or honey in the supers, but the location of the 
miscalculation. So whenabee is compelled entrance exerts an influence to continue the 
to alight upon a level platform before enter- storage in the supers instead of the sides 
ing the hive it thinks it a mistake. Often and back part of the brood chamber. 
when they alight upon the alighting board Florence, Cal., Sept. 3, 1896 
not more than six inches away over an un- {I have often witnessed the failure of bees 
obstructed course they will rest awhile and to gain the alighting board and its greater 
then take wing and alight an inch or less exertions to get up on it again. Have 
above the entrance on the perpendicular noticed that the bees in our glass hive, 
side of the front of the hive. It is not so although the entrance is at the bottom, they 
with the auger holes. Man would arrange carry dead bees up half way of the comb 
such an alighting board for the bees as he and then go down to the entrance. Why 
himself would desire. It is a wonder he this isI account for the natural entrance. 
does not correct the bees by arranging the Dayton failed to say that the front of his 
honey cells with their mouths upward so the hives below the entrances was, when freshly 
honey will not run out; and furnish little painted, sprinkled with sand, thus assisting 
lanterns to assist the bees to work in their the bees to gain a footing; also that the 
windowless hives. bees struck square in the entrance holes 

Many of the bees which alight upon the almost always. Dayton has no entrance 
level alighting board perform what the boys lighting boards, thus he can load close on 
would term a cart-wheelhand-spring. That the wagon. Dayton is the only man that I 
is, when they grasp with their forward feet know of making a good crop of honey this 
their load being in the rear part of the year, though dark. The amount is two 
body, its momentum whirls the bee around tons.—Ep. ] 
with its face turned away from the entrance. i 

The side bars of the brood frames are five- Remember the Pactric BEE JOURNAL will 
sixteenths apart and approach within five- be published monthly after January. The 
sixteenths of the ends of the hive,so there year’s subscription if paid now is 50 cents; 
is no more danger of mice getting in than if paid before July 1st, 1597, 75 cents; there- 
when the ordinary entrance is used five- after $1 a year. We will make this the best 
sixteenths of an inch deep. Bee paper in the land.
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Riomeet ore hue te Will some one tell us how to get a large 
force of bees of the honey-gathering age 

’ EDITORIAL GOMMENT. § ready before the honey’s ready to flow; $2. 

BY B. § K, BENNETT « Keeping colonies of the same strength 
28 without much manipulation. 

AT Ra Diseases of bees and their cure. 
s A good method of handling bees cheaply; 

AGUSEANTEE will pay $2 for best article. 

5 4 < That every dollar re- How much honey will an acre yield, 

SN 2 ceived will gotoward plauted tothe different honey-bearing plants; 

I> G UN. the support of this $1 for best. 
BN WSN paper. I charge noth- Best method for retailing honey; $3 for 
YEAS a ing for my time, ex- best, 

G; f RR penne ae pene Noting condition of colony by outside 
PEIN SS from oe ae yences appearance. 

a pr ment of bee- eee Will those gentlemen that produced 1000 
=== interests. aa © pounds and 1800 pounds of honey in a single 

3 want a new editor season from one colony, tell us how to do it? 
just speak out and we’ll have one. best $5. 

THE NEWS. How much ground in the mountains do 100 
; at colonies need? $1 

Without blowing, this number just beats The profit in using a standard hive. 

any Eastern paper, and plenty room to im- If you decide to write on any of these 
prove yet; only needs to have all bee-keepers' just drop me a card saying so 
subscribe. We've only got one-twentieth of THE EDITOR OF GLEANINGS 
the apiarists on our list, it is not small for Hesect Cisarevenienisin pes Culime all thee. ixpects great improv E 

He doubts the idea of none, and says that 
THE WONDER FUTURE OF APICULTURE those who feel that they have “got there,’’ 

All should read; to be continued in this ees ine Shen clieck pigtes ene 

Eyink eee Spee aluiow oc tue a with deep cell walls and thin base, thus par- Se eet aes : : 
provement in this number, and they all seem Het en eS ene ao ee 
to be able to work well; what a revolution in eee a writing sounds as if he had 

apiculture. “got there” on that toundation already, but 
STARTING AN ARGUMENT. does not want to speak plain yet; probably : ES A Epos 

There are many professionel bee-keepers PAGM, Holds bin, Will Gleanings editor 
who say they, have got there "in BETES an se the many chances for improvement. 

‘ts eee a ror ies tein thi ButI think all the features therein contained 
depen Geile ead foc cueot ine bee will be out and patented before the end of 

pocket. Writers are also made subscribers. pie sory, end tiey. Sean Fe 
Don’t see the good of foundation. ‘i 7 y 
Bee papers no good, now we’ve “got THE EDITOR OF THE BEE-KEEPERS REVIEW 

there”; best $1.00. Claims to have received several vigorous pro- 
Never need to look into brood boxes. tests against the publication of the Dayton 
Never need to kill old queensand replace. articles. Some protests go as faras to assail 
How can we ep dawn brood rearing  Dayton’s character; one letter came from one 

during an honey flow? $2 00. of California’s most prominent bee-keepers, 
Never kill off drones, no help. who tries impartially to do justice to all 
My bees never swarm, but die out. Ibuy parties. It would seem from the above, that 

bees all the time, best way to run an apiary. the man who makes himself so prominent in 
My bees raise brood always in the top California, by his amalgamation writings, 

boxes. My combs are 15 years old, ,741S€ and worthless Bee Association organizations, 
very little honey but get it all. (Iwon’ttell has found he is unable to write Dayton out 
how, but you bee-keepers know.) Honey of the apicultural field, and stoops to the 
eaters don’t want bees to eat. lowness of slander to gain his ends. ‘That 
Controlin: rices among producers; what man is unworthy of honest men’s attention. = P & y 

plan; best $3. Dayton is now trying to get the users of 
Changing atmospheric conditions to make lucose to buy honey. One candy firm of ging Dy g » af 7. 

heavier rains; best $5. Los Angeles uses 35,000 pounds of this stuff 
A cheaper and easier way of rearing a month; the price of it is 214 cents a pound, 

queens; best $3. See what a market this would make for
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honey; nearly 600 tons a year in Los Ange- having it, and if every bee man would do 
les is used in candies and crackersalone. this, there surely would be more honey on 

EDITOR MERRILL, OF THE AMERICAN BEE- epbles crete ues: 
KEEPER HONEY AS GOOD AS SUGAR. 

sgertion in the last number that Do you know that honey will go as far as 

ae eid two hours a month on his SUgar and sweeten just as much? If yon want 
paper. ‘That accounts for the four copied a delicious dish, mush, honey and milk will 
articles from the A. B.J. Don’t believe I’d make it; then honey in coffee and tea is just 

like as easy a time, for I think my little 9S good. tees pa ae Wyialesone. 
paper would suffer. I am now putting in Honey is the cheaper for preserves, an 
about twenty hours a month free of charge, keeps better, as sugar has a certain fomen- 
and then running behind on receipts. But tive power. Honey is also great medicine; it 
the bee men will soon come to my aid, with ™4Y he a strange to many but it is poet 
money and brains (for I’ve little of either), that ae consumption of honey is a ess 
s0 we may soon have a bright newsy month- ’” California per capita than elsewhere; so 
ly paper, and maybe a semi-monthly. we need that little book, ‘““Afoney as Food 
MEBBRSH and Medicine.” They’re only $2.00 per 100 

NEW BEE PAPERS copies; and with a pee ners card ee 
r rk’s mouth, for his latest Outhem they wou e a good ad., and cou: 

phe es Journal is “If people YOU use $2.co to more advantage? It’s better 
want to sink any money in publishing or that letting the commission men have it. 

aes ' : 

gaveerbing for new bee papers thet Zc” Tye Ruined Los Angeles Market. 
then? for here he goes, ‘‘But we feel that it zs The low prices of honey last summer 
our affair to protect subscribers, and save caused me to look around forthe cause. On 
them throwing away their money on some- finding that few Los Angeles people used 
thing to boom a private business, or to grati- our sweet, or know so little of it, I thought 
fy a desire of publisher’s egotism for notorie- of a way to put it before them, increase 
ty”; and here he goes at this latter, by de- the use and make better times for bee men, 
claring that to “hope to live, new papers which would surely increase our business ; 
must advertise in the A. B. J.” ‘“‘Isn’t he soin July ’95, we bought 150 cases of comb : 
cute.” honey, paying the bee men 8 to 11 cents per 

{SROWING AWAY MONEY. pound, and two tons of extracted, paying 5 

Does York have to advise thus? and don’t SOURIS DRE tS Bee ile secre 
people get value received? In his ¢stima- Sb ONS eee ee thus before the end of 
tion he expects to lose subscribers by those Jey2 eee aad ent aes itteand 

nese Hes paper ye right young MG quart Mason jc, and bid a iat a 35 and 
A. B. J., white headed sure, and Gleanings AO BCT nge Lae Bary ane bila peddied oy 

ttin Waray AG Weill havea Tunerel yet boys, from house to house; the comb sold at 

ee thing York dropped the Atchley uA 15 ed ‘ages were oe big ce 
Baek: - ; each boy often sold $12 00 worth each day; 

Gtk weh fat, York claimed, slated the nso the trae grew and they gol a regular hace t6 beekeepers Sf the Soak, for ane line of customers; a wagon was called into 

like the A. B. J., she’s edited by able apia- SCA cue ne ee ae 
rists, just as nite Sand wat an eo beeen a meeting with the best of success; then 
arigate Hees bake erpincaa se tees the store got onto the trade and bought and 

keepers to make honey-producing profitable SDIBy Oy nomen ee ent le by advanced labor atid. cost-saving methods vegetable and fruit peddlers also carried 
ye 2 2 : honey; this was exactly what we wanted, to 

which it brings into universal use. There, get everyone interested and we wereall right 
York. as long as prices were not cut. But one 

= + a morning the boys came to me and said, Mr. 
The Consumption of Honey. Bennett, we’ve got to reduce prices, as the 

Destruction of honey consumption by bee bee men have “caught on,” and say we’re 
men. I know of men who produce honey, making to much off them by selling honey 
rejecting it when it’s placed before them at too high; these bee men have gone our rounds 
hotels and restaurants; and I have heard the and sell at 6 cents per pound for extracted 
proprietors state that they never use an and 10 cents for comb. So we sent outa 
article again that’s once rejected. Iknow man to intercept these price-cutters and offer 
of no one to réfuse honey except the bee them their price or higher ifnecessary. But 
men. * without much success, for they did not 

My method, whenever and whereverI eat, come near us; so the boys tried a new terri- 
is to call for honey; if the proprietors know tory, but finally left us and bought some 
nothing about it, I tell them the value of cheaper dark honey elsewhere; this left us
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with a lot of honey which was depreciating 15 hoursaday. I have made several cheap 
in value which we sold at cost to get ridof; but valuable improvements in the Dovetailed 
the stores were at a stand still and were re- _ hive, one, a nail fastening of bottom hard to 
ducing prices; then finally the bee men got hive body which can be released in an 
the price down to 5 cents for extracted and instant; another in entrance blocks, another 
7% for comb; this capped the climax and we in a self-fastening ventilated hive cover; but 
all ‘‘quit’’, including the bee men, asthey chief among them is the combined queen- 
were out tof honey. Thus the Los Angeles excluding honey board and bee escape; this 
market was ruined by a few jealous bee- escape can be opened and closed and the 
keepers reducing prices, while we still might honey removed from the hive without the 
all be doing a flourishing business, increas- apiarist seeing a single bee, never disturbs 
ing the consumption as well as prices, and the bees or kills a single one, and the main 
at a good profit to all interested. feature being that the cost is about one-half 

Moral: Sell honey at retail prices when the price paid for the two implements. Now 
you retail, and wholesale prices when you then, bee men, invent something along the 

wholesale. lines thus laid down ; there is yet abundant 
room for practical inventions. 

Building a Market. Inventions though are not “in it,” beside 
eo 3 that story of the Wonder Future of Apiculture 

Market building can be accomplished by for the improvements therein contained are 
a strict combination of prices among pro- amazing, inasmuch as the stress of the tale 
ducers, being sure to have the product back ies in the fact of producing honey at less 
of it; then start sales which will encourage expense than now, without going inside of 
competition that will be for the trade, as an apiary, though the bees still gather the 
long as prices can’t be cut; this will bring nectar and are the honey producers. How is 
down the profit of the middlemen, as there jtdone? Well, I won’ttry to tell, I might 

is the only chance of cutting; then when the spoil the story; but I will say that all the 
trade is once established the price on the inventions are working all right, and I believe 
product can be gently raised. SureaSpreck- will be in use in less than a year. 
els monopoly. 

INCREASING THE CONSUMPTION OF HONEY ‘ oe eae 
y TO TWENTY POUNDS PER CAPITA. A Coucensed iene of Bee 

Now when a combination on prices is BY THE EDITOR. 
reached we will like nothing better than to . zs a 
start into the selling of honey again; and if This department we hope will meet with 
the prices are kept up, I see no reason why the approval of the many who cannot afford 
we can’t increase the per capita of consump- to take all the bee papers, but who still 
tion of honey from its present low mark of would like the most important work; as we 
half a pound per person a year to ten or ead all the papers, we can give the most 
even twenty pounds per capiia a year. Why, Valuable grist of what we find. 
I consume over sixty pounds of honey a Gleanings in Bee Culture. 
year; I use it on mush, on hot cakes, on Writer Skylark gives his ideas of low 
bread in place of butter, and sometimes in prices of honey, and tries to prove to Mr. 
sweetening my coffee; and after getting used Doolittle that the theory of discouraging 
toit I like it better than sugar, asit is nota every would-be bee-keeper will help prices. 

monopoly production. Says there are five causes apparent to him for 
Aa t aa S the low price of honey : 

eee a ieee SP oot ure 1. The stoppage of the wheel of industry 
There is nothing so aggravating as to have and the consequent inability of the poor man 

a newly invented hive or bee implement to buy any luxury. 
come out, that is more expensive or neces- 2. The glutting of the large city markets 
sitates a change in the apiary appliances which rule the price. 
throughout; such inventions are a detriment 3. The perfect helplessness of large pro- 
to the welfare of profitable apiculture, ducers whoare entirely at the mercy of com- 

Inventions should be made in improving mission men. 
the hives and tools that are now in universal 4. The entire lack of union or combina- 
use, to make them more labor-saving and tion among bee-keepers. 
economical; thus we make great strides in 5. Adulteration that has disgusted people 
advancements, for we can use all ourold with honey or rather with the foul imita- 
traps by adding the new and improved _ tions. 
features. Four of these causes can be removed by 

My time, like other apiarists, isonly taken union among bee-keepers. Skylark claims 
up in feeding bees; the business is quiet and _ that the bee papers don’t make new converts 
I have plenty of time, one wouldthink, but in bee-keeping, but the fault lies with bee- 
just now during this lazy time I worknearly keepers.
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The Elwood dequeening method for the wrap up one, two or three sections. Can’t 
prevention of swarming and increase of stick your finger into the nice comb. 
honey, is again attracting great attention, 
as it is very successful with two of the EDITOR E. R. ROOT OF “ GLEANINGS” 
largest apiarists in the world. The planis Js at last in favor of Apis Dorsata, or the 
to dequeen just as the colonies get crowded giant bee of India, In his own words, in 
and ready to swarm; the queen with two reference to Apis Dorsata, he says: ‘I am 
frames of brood are put ina neuclei close to willing to take back anything I said referring 
the parent hive, keep the neuclei closed till to the undesirability of bringing them to 
next day; the colony is to be free of queen this country, and in view of what our cor- 
cells, and on the ninth day after the queen respondent has said in favor of points 1 to 5 
cells are all removed, then the bees are hope- it may be worth our while to get them here.” 
lessly queenless, but gather a great quantity Here are the points: 

of honey, as there is no young bees to feed, 1.. A larger number of flowers visited 
ten days after the old queen is re-introduced. having deep nectaries. 

Bee-keeper Fred Anderson, or the Mys- 2. A larger area covered by its greater 
tery of Crystal Mountain, is the title of a power of flight. 
story written by Rambler; the plot is laid 3. More wax produced. 
in California, the hero a bee-keeper. 4. Honey to come to us now going to 

Fred Anderson hears of an apiary for sale humble bees. 
and goes up the Sacramento river on a steam- . A greater power to tak e of itself 
boat bound for the Ghearing ranch; on the ene vee, ae BSS 
boat he got into a row with some miners Lately Dorsata was accused of being a 

because he would not drink whisky; he great stinger, but amongst a certain class our 
breaks the whisky jug and jumpsinto the own pet has a similar name. 
river, and is fished out by a beautiful but 
crazy girl, who calls him Mr. Pickerel. The Bee-K oR : 
Fred finally got to the Ghearing ranch only to Bee Mee ROA ane ey 
find the apiary a cave full of bees; he counts Mr. C. P. Dadant says, Leave a large 
25 little ledge caves inside of this big cave. amount of honey for colony wintering, say 
Fred often visits the Buell’s who’s place is thirty to forty pounds, and not compel them 
below the Ghearing ranch, gets Mr. Buell in- to winter on less, as they will not use more 
terested in bees, which makes things lively than is necessary. 
on the place; Fred has an encounter with “Extracted,” ‘Preventing Swarming by 
one Jeem Dawson, of whom he has bought Rearing no Drones,” written by J. K. Mor- 
some old hives which belonged to Donald  rison, who claims no drones, no swarms, and 
McBurger, who was supposed to have met no drones are raised in hives where the 
death at the hands of Jeem Dawson. Fred frame spacing are 114 inch from center to 
stayed over night at the old and deserted center. Mr. Aspinwall entirely prevents the 
McBurger place, but suspecting Dawson of rearing of drones by using wooden combs, 
treacheryFred does not sleep; Dawson crosses _ also has success in preventing swarming by 
the river and is frightened by Fred talking _ putting wooden perforated dummys betwe« n 
through an old water pipe; finally Dawson is the combs. Mr. Aspinwall’s colonies were 
is frightened away by a white figure which exceptionally strong since early April, still 
proves to be none other than Alfaretta Buell, swarming was almost practically restrained, 
the heroine.—/?’s continued. while in neighboring apiaries nearly all 

SUPPLYING THE HOME MARKET. ns ees ne 
< to Bay ott writes on the dealer’s 

Call on old customer; sell first and second right to be, and dislikes the learnedly (?) 
grade goods for just what they are. In sell- + sce 2 

eet 1 Leerae feaatet q Vigorous writing about useless middlemen, 

Be On De ee cet Sua A the‘‘non-producers the class who get their liv- 
puta ps ths store: BiyeyeLcect POGIE TES ing without effort off of the real producer,”’ so 
hints as to keeping honey; how to handle it 2 ae 

= the thoughtful dealer stops and asks him- 
when candied. Label your packages neatly : 3 

* * aire g, . self whether he is not a highway robber. and sell it for just what it is, don’t deceive, Thus Abbott brings out the good of supply 

and a trade will always be held. dealers and shows they are needed, for with- 
PROFIT IN BEE-KEEPING BEING FIGURED. out these dealers the producer would be in 

: i a frightful plight. For these dealers bring 
Clayton eet that ie Brant per coleny yee goods in large quantities at low freights, 

only 56 cents per year, while Mr. Getaz ite th SA a ad . es 
by Clayton’s figures that the profit ee ne eco  e eau etm ey 

DOVES Dy y 8) PI ting the goods; give the customer an oppor- was $2.28, and that counted on only seventy 4,43 . * z unity to examine goods before purchasing 
pounds of honey and one-half pound of wax 3 % Se colone pean and save him having on hand a lot of unsold 

Py y P * goods to grow old. The dealer always re- 
Comb honey packages made cheap by duces the price of goods in starting into the 3 

folded sliced wooden wrappers, made to supply business.
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The Pure Honey Bill, as passed, amounts The Southland Queen. 
to nothing, writes R. McKnight. This was 3 4 
passed by the House of Commons of Canada, igi bee eee 

and ptovides: that “the! feeding to bees) of a fact that location governs the size of hive, sugar, glucose or any other sweet substances TH NONe ia al wood aa the Obhiees cate Nese 
other than such as bees gather from natural | b gi fente ce bane Be 2 
sources, with the intent that such substance Peamaing ae be for x Guced al aposeatta 

ca caans pcan a pene oF be a non-swarmer, but he changed locality; x] i 
stance with said intent, shall be deemed a cheeeea es and us ye days SRE Nes 
willful adulteration of honey within the on aia ee pean pea G te 
meaning of this act, and no honey made by SWat™ ae 2 ee ae Se; on bi 8) ay 
bees in whole or in part from any such sub- Thier or TODS BIEL. cPSPLEM pe 20: 
stances, and no imitation of honey, or sugar- Ba ia eae Wo ow. ean ee 
honey so-called, or other substance for ee Beees but it does people, and honey, shall be manufactured or produced eh ms Soe Boa sees be Be Pel 
for sale, or sold or offered for sale in Cana- ee . te Sone eisorions when they feat 
da; provided, that this section shall not be fou ee plant Pee Esa ted an gee 
interpreted or construed to prevent the giv- Gene ate nalbeed boy with laurel honey 
ing of sugar in any form to bees to be con- ane the. how cate peat wolag over dhe 
sumed by them as food.’’ tee qordea” gems 
IS BEE PARALYSIS TRANSMITTED THROUGH MiGnS of gallons wasted, says Mr. A. 

THE QUEEN? M. Barfield of Texas, because there’s not 
F. L. Thompson states that Rouchfus bees to gather, simply from the fact that 

Bros. imported twenty queens from Italy. men will not handle the bees. Thus too 
The next year four of these colonies had many men drones, who don’t want or care 
paralysis, but disappeared only to return for education and improvement. 
again in clear weather. Bees and queens of John Orval says there is not honey suffi- 
these colonies were sold, butin no case did cient to create a demand; the price is too 
the disease break out in the new locality. low. Orval hits me for saying what I did 
The disease seems not to be transmitted in the last number in regard to his finding 
through queens in strange localities. fault with our paper for not coming often 

The Bee-Keepers’ Review gives a 5% enough, and says the wind-up should be 
column review of the PACIFIC BEE JOURNAL. thus and not as in last number: 
Quite flattering, you know. They also copy 
the editor’s article on “Shipping Comb Let us all get in and rustle, Fs 
Honey Safely by Freight,’? and terms the And make this paper bustle, 
advice given as most excellent. And we'll never call a halt 

"TH w 
The American Bee Journal. Sa oP eee 

Bees moving eggs. Prof. A. J. Cook is of Say I, hurrah for the Pactric BEE JouR- 
the opinion they do not, as he could never Nat and the Southland Queen ! 
get them to. Drones are pure from impurely 

mated queens, Drones are not killed but Mr. Carpenter has just sold his crop of 
simply are driven from the hive by the bees. yoney for something over $1100. He had a 
Bees to go with queens in shipping, writes hundred stands of bees to start in the spring. 
G, M. Doolittle. Thirty days-old bees sent Hye has now 225 stands; they have increased. 
with queens, bring report of both bees and ye and family have done the work and 

queen dead, or queen only alive. No better raised grain, hay and fruit besides, and only 
success with bees just emerging from the hired a man to help stack hay. He had 325 
cells. But with best results with bees six to cases of comb honey, the rest he extracted. 
fifteen days old. In selecting bees take phe honey was all in first-class order. Great 
those that have flown once or more. They hains were taken to get it in good shape. 
are small and slim. These bees are the first }y4+q work was not spared. ‘The buyer was 
to thrust their heads into cells of unsealed  ., pleased that after he had the car loaded 

honey when the frame they are on is re- he called Mr. Carpenter to step into a store 
moved from the hive. Their position thus anq made him a present of a fine pair of 
helps to pick them up as the wings stand shoes, Honest work pays.—Pasadena Star. 
out from the body. 

Painting about the flight-board and hive NEW RACES OR SPECIES OF BEES, 
front prevents robbing. : 4 

Getting rid of laying workers. Dredge Mr. W. K. Morrison wants to go to India 

the colony well with flour scented with and South America after them; tells of the 

peppermint; dredge a queen with the same, hardships and great trouble experienced in 

and drop her in and all will be well. traveling among semi-civilized countries.
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The Price of Honey, and Finance. price of wheat in Liverpool regulates the 
ae price in Dakota, with the freight and insur- 

Gold and Silver—The Purchasing Power of ance deducted.”’ 
Labor. That the price of honey has not advanced 

copes this season, considering the short crop, is 
BY A. B. MELLEN. equivalent to a fall in price, which will be- 

At the risk of stepping upon someone’s come very evident if a full crop is secured 
pet political corn, I will proceed to discuss next season. 
the prevailing low price of honey as well as Now, the question arises, why does a por- 
other produce, as that question is attracting tion of the people support the theory of a gold 
universal attention all over the United standard? I will quote Mr. G. M. Doolittle in 
States at the present time, andasthe pro- Gleaning's for August 15, p. 605, as he seems 
ducers and their friends are seeking forthe to hit the nail squarely on the head. Speak- 
remedy I will try tohelp them out by point- ing in regard to the bee-keeper forcing up 
ing to the evident cause ; also quoting from the price of honey, hesays: ‘I have not 
widely different authorities in support of my heard of any grumbling because his honey 
theory. While the advocates of “sound did not buy enough wheat, corn, oats, etc.; 
money ”’ loudly proclaim that to remonetize but when we come to exchange honey for 
silver would place the United States upona coal, fare on railroads, interest, taxes, etc., 
silver basis, all the evidence goes to show we find that it takes from three to seven 
that we are now and always have been ona times as much of our honey to secure to us 
silver basis, gold having merely been forced the same results as it did in the seventies.” 
toa premium (Senator Sherman even, in- The editor in the same number, p. 616, 
advertently admitted in his recent speech at speaks of ‘‘nice Beauty of Hebron” pota- 
Columbus, Ohio, that gold was now at a pre- toes going a begging at 20 cents a bushel in 
mium of 94%) and will always continue up- Medina, Ohio, and oats at 12 cents a bushel. 
on a silver basis as long as any considerable _I note that fancy white comb-honey is quoted 
part of the trading nations of the world in the same issue, in their nearest market, 
choose to base values upon silver. There- Cincinnati, at 14 @ 16 cents, wholesale, 
fore, when we base the price of honey upon which means at least 20 cents retail, thus 
the price of silver, we find that the priceof showing that the man producing potatoes 
honey has not fallen, but the price of gold or oats would have to give one bushel of 
has advanced, and as the price of gold is potatoes or 124 bushels of oats for one pound 
still further forced up, the price of honey as of comb-honey. 
well as all other products of labor must fall. The purchasing power of labor or prod- 

Justice Walter Clark, in ‘‘Mexicoin Mid- uce compared with the single item of 
winter,” published in the Avena, saysinre- street car fare now, and in the early seven- 
gard to cotton purchased in New Orleans, ties, is very striking to any thinking per- 
for the cotton mills of Mexico: ‘‘A few years son. With what the ‘‘sound money” men 
ago, when their dollar and ours were equal, _ please to term a 35 or 4o cent dollar at that 
they paid on an average thirteen cents in time the fare was five cents, and now with 
New Orleans and in the very same money, greatly reduced operating expenses, and as 
but owing to the enforced enhancement in Senator Sherman admits a 195 cent dollar, 
the value of our money, by manipulated the fare is still five cents, and the same 
legislation, this thirteen cents, instead of state of affairs exists wherever monoply has 
being equal, as it should honestly be, to thir- secured control. Is it any wonder that the 
teen cents in our money, is only equal to monopolists are in favor of their kind of 
about seven cents in our ‘increased value’ ‘‘sound money”? Reader, do you call it 
money. The direct loss to the cotton planter ‘‘ honest money’? 
of the South is, therefore, $30 per bale, or That one class of people can immensely 
$200,000,000 annual loss to the South on better their condition at the expense of 
this one crop. The same is true of the another class without very much effort, by 
wheat and corn of the West, and all other playing with the purchasing power of a 

crops.”’ nation’s money, is very apparent by con- 
Again, Mr. John Shirley Ward, in the Los  trasting the purchasing power of our money 

Angeles Herald says, ‘‘that in 1870 an evennow, and that of China, where a com- 
ounce of silver costing as bullion $1.29, mon laborer receives a small brass coin 
would purchase a bushel of wheat in India, worth about one-tenth of a cent for a day’s 
and pay the freight to Liverpool, and the labor, still he can change this again for ten 
price of that wheat fixed the price of all lesser coins, one of which has a much 
wheat going to that market. In 1893the greater purchasing power in China that the 
ounce of silver bullion paid for the bushelof rooth part of a dollar has in the city of New 
wheat laid down in Liverpool, and as the York. The condition is nearly the same in 
bushel only cost 70 cents in gold, this fixed Japan. I mention this, as the Japanese have 
the market price at 70 cents, and all Ameri- made all arrangements to put on two lines 
can wheat had to be sold at 70 cents. The of steamers to trade with the United States
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and Mexico. They wili land sixteen thou- limited coinage of the silver of the world at 

sand tons of their products on this coast a ratio of sixteen ounces of silver to one 

every thirty days, and will takeawaysixteen ounce of gold, when the commercial ratio is 

thousand tons of the products of our labor. more than thirty ounces of silver to one 

Now the question arises, how can our mer- ounce of gold. Mexico and China have 

chants buy that enormous amount of our tried the experiment. Mexico has free coin- 

products with roo-cent dollars (gold stand- age of silver and gold ata ratio slightly in 

ard) and sell it in Japan for 50-cent dollars, excess of 164 ounces of silver to one ounce 

and pay all transportation and commission of gold, when her mints are freely open to 

charges. They can only do it by forcing both metals at that ratio, not a single dollar 

the producer to give at least three times as in gold bullion is coined and circulated as 

much as he had ought to for a dollar. money. Gold has been driven out of circu- 

The people of the United States have lation in these countries and they are on a 

awoke at last, andare canvassing the money silver basis alone. Until international 

question in all its forms, with the hopeful agreement is had, it is the plain duty of the 

result that the control of our money willbe United States to maintain the gold standard. 

taken away from the individual and the cor- ah 4 

porations, and vested in the government THE DOUBLE STANDARD. 
where it rightfully belongs, then math the On August 22, 1891, in a public address, 

government coinage of gold and aver eu Isaid: ‘If we could have an international 
plemented with the necessary issue t iw’ ratio, which all the leading nations of the 
legal tender paper money, we will rn a world would accept, and the true relation be 
sound, staple and non-fluctating money that eq between the two metals, and all agree 
can be relied upon to do business with: upon the quantity of silver which should 

Acton, California. constitute a dollar, then silver would be as 
POPE free and unlimited in its privileges of coin- 

[The reference of Mr. Mellen to some- age as gold is today. 
-one’s political cornis ‘‘well put”? ; but the 
idea is education on this most important FAVORS THE USE OF SILVER. 
subject for gold men as well as silver men. : 
What we oF is the money that can’t be The Republican party has not been, and 
manipulated by the few that have it, and is is not now, opposed to the use of silver 

and a money we all can use—producers as TONEY, aS its record abundantly shows. It 
well as capitalists. The following are clip- has done all that could be done. 

pings OF nepet ae of our Presiden- FARMERS AND LABORERS SUFFER MOS‘. 

——— If there is any one thing which should be 
The Free Coinage of Silver a Part of Wm. - free from speculation and fluctuation it is 

McKinley’s Letter of Acceptance. the money of acountry. It ought never to 

: 4 _ be the subject of mere partisan contention. 

Bano ca iu ciace tke ea When we part with our labor, our products 

silver parties, to inaugurate the free and un- © oe we shows on inreturn 

limited coinage of silver by independent ac- MONEY Whieh 38 as Stables nceuncianeuis an 
tion on the part of the United States, at a value as the ingenuity of honest men can 

ratio of sixteen ounces of silver to one make it. ig. M1 

ounce of gold. The mere declaration of this POON GT Oa Wale 
purpose is a menace to our financial and in- We have been sending too much money 
dustrial interests and has already created out of the country or getting too little in, 
universal alarm. It involves great perilto or both. We have lost steadily in both 
the credit and business of the country. directions. Our foreign trade has been 

diminishing and our domestic has suffered 

NO BENEFIT TO LABOR. incalculable loss. Does not this suggest the 
. cause of our present depression and indicate 

ne eee ihe yee tee eg its remedy? Confidence in home enterprise 

tle our balances with one another and with te ae ee es Ae enone 

the nations of the world, is of such primaty  auced wages and small profits if not actual 
importance and so far-reaching initscon-  , Ou ‘hon idl a whil 

sequences as to call for the most painstaking Fee idle 1 a br . ae BE ere NY toe 
investigation. ey are idle men abroad are occupied in 

supplying us with goods. Our unrivaled 
BIMETALLISM. home market of the farmer has also greatly 

suffered because they who constitute it, the 

Bimetallism cannot be secured by inde- great army of wage-earners, are without the 

pendent action on our part. It cannot be work and wages they formerly had. If they 

obtained by opening our mints tothe un- canuot earn wages they cannot buy pro-
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ducts. They cannot earn if they have no power of the dollar ; we also apply the law 
employment, and when they don’t earn, the of supply and demand to silver when we say 
farmers’ home market is lessened andim- that a new demand for silver, created by law, 
paired and the loss is felt by both producer _ will raise the price of silver bullion. Gold 
and consumer.—fecord. and silver are different from other com- 

— modities. 

A Part of Mr. W. J. Bryan’s Great Speech. THE THEORY OF TWO KINDS OF MONEY. 

HOW THE WAGE-EARNER SUFFERS. If there are two kinds of money, the op- 
The wage-earners have been injured by a tion must rest either with the debtor or with 

gold standard, and have expressed them- the creditor. Assuming that their rights are 

selves upon the subject with great emphasis, equal, we must look at the interests of so- 
In February, 1895, a petition asking for the ciety in general in order to determine to 
immediate restoration of the free and un- Which side the option should be given. Un- 
limited coinage of gold and silver at 16 to r der the bimetallic system, gold and silver are 
was signed by the representatives of all, or linked together by law at a fixed ratio, and 
nearly all, the leading labor organizations @0y person or persons owning any quantity 
and presented to Congress. Wage-earners of either metal can have the same converted 

know that while a gold standard raises the into full legal-tender money. If the credi- 
purchasing power of the dollar, italsomakes tor, has the right to choose the metal in 
it more difficult to obtain possession of the Which payment shall be made, it is reason- 
dollar ; they know that employment is less able to suppose that he will require the 
permanent, loss of work more probable and debtor to pay in the dearer metal if there is 

re-employment less certain. A goldstand- any perceptible difference between the bul- 
ard encourages the hoarding of money be- lion values of the metals. This new demand 
cause money is rising; it also discourages created for the dearer metal will make that 

enterprise and paralyzes industry. On the metal dearer still, while the decreased de- 

other hand, the restoration of bimetallism mand for the cheaper metal will make that 
will discourage hoarding, because, when metal cheaper still. If, on the other hand, 
prices are steady or rising, money cannot — the debtor exercises the option, it is reason- 
afford to lie idie in the bank vaults. The able to suppose that he will pay in the 
farmers and wage-earners together constitute cheaper metal if one metal is perceptibly 
aconsiderable majority of the people of the Cheaper than the other; but the demand 
country. Why should their interests be ig- thus created for the cheaper metal will 
nored in considering financial legislation? Taise its price, while the lessened demand 
A monetary system which is peculiarly ad- for the dearer metal will lower its price. In 

vantageous to a few syndicates has farless other words, when the creditor has the op- 
to commend it than a system which would — tion, the metals are drawn apart ; whereas, 
give hope and encouragement to those who: When the debtor has the option, the metals 
create the nation’s wealth. are Se eee SP oe oe 

4 x ales ao, ratio fixer y law; providec he demand 

eRe ene cole MONOME Teh eon coy created is sufficient fa absorb all of both 
There can be no sympathy orco-operation metals presented at the mint 

between the advocates of a universal gold E 
standard and the advocates of bimetallism. WE NEED NOT WAIT FOR OTHER NATIONS. 
If, on the other hand, they are bending their It is also argued that, since a number of 
energies toward the permanent establish- nations have demonetized silver, nothing 
ment of a gold standard under cover of a can be done until all of those nations restore 
declaration in favorof international bimetal- bimetallism. This is also illogical. It is 
ism, I am justified in suggesting that honest immaterial how many or how few nations 
money cannot be expected at the handsof have open mints, provided there are suffi- 
those who deal dishonestly with the Ameri- cient open mints to furnish a monetary de- 
can people. mand for all the gold and silver available 

THE REAL EFFECT OF BIMETALLISM. for coinage. Prices can be lowered as 
We contend that free and unlimited coin- eee y ee Secneee tae me ponent pe ae 

age by the United States alone will raise the ee ae Viegas aps te 3 S fa 
builion value of silver to its coinage value, nd it seems certain that the fall in the gold 
and thus make silver bullion worth $1.29 ae of silver de due to hostile legislation 
per ounce in gold throughout the world. Bo CED pea ie 
This proposition is in keeping with natural NOT THE ADVOCATES OF A FIFTY-CENT 
Jaws, not in defiance of them. The best- DOLLAR. 
known law of commerce is the law of supply Perhaps the most persistent misrepresen- 
anddemand. We recognizethislawandbuild tation that we have to meet is the charge 
our argument uponit. Weapply thislawto that we are advocating the payment of debts 
money when we say that a reductioninthe in fifty-cent dollars. At the present time 
volume of money will raise the purchasing and under present laws a silver dollar, when
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melted, loses nearly half its value, but that 5. If we had free coinage of silver would 

will not be true when we againestablish a not this country become the “dumping 

mint price for silver and leave no surplus ground”’ for silver from all nations? 

silver upon the market to drag down the There are, it is supposed, about four bil- 

price of bullion. Under bimetallism silver lion dollars of silver coin and bullion in the 

bullion will be worth as much as silver coin, world, and if all of this should come here it 

just as gold bullion is now worth as much would only give the United States a per 

as gold coin, and we believe that a silver capita of about $58, which is only a little 

dollar will be worth as much as a gold more than we had of all kinds of money in 

dollar. the north at the close of the war when times 

It is not strange that those who have made —_ were exceedingly prosperous. France today 

a profit by furnishing gold to the Govern- has nearly this amount of money per capita, 

ment in the hour of itsextremity, favora and is one of the most prosperous countries 

financial policy which will keep the Govern- in the world. (eas 

ment dependent upon them. It is folly to 6. What is there to prevent this silver 

refuse to the people the money which they from coming to our mints for coinage ? 

now need for fear they may hereafter have There are three conclusive reasons: (a) 

more than they need. Other nations have no more silver than than 

The farmers are opposed to the gold they need ; (b) Europe annually uses about 

standard because they have felt its effects. twice as much silver as she produces, and 

Since they sell at wholesale and buy at re- (c) the great bulk of the silver now in exist- 

tail they have lost more than they have ence already coined at ratios more favorable 

gained by falling prices, and besides this, to silver than 16 to 1, some being 15 to I, 
they have found that certain fixed charges and some 15% to I. 
have not fallen at all. ‘Taxes have not been 7. Would there be vault room for the 

perceptibly decreased, although it requires storage of so much silver? ‘cae 

more of farm products now than formerly to All the silver coin and bullion in the 
secure the money with which to pay taxes. world could be put in a room 66 feet square 
Debts have not fallen. The farmer who and 66 feet high, silver being like gold, a 

owed $1,000 is still compelled to pay precious metal: all the gold coin and bul- 

$1,000, althongh it may be twice as difficult lion in the world can be put in a room 22 
as formerly to obtain the dollars with which feet square and 22 feet high, which shows 
to pay the debt. Railroad rates have not how easily it may be ‘‘cornered.”” 
been reduced to keep pace with falling 8. What has the wealth of the country to 

prices, and besides these items there are do with the amount of money it posseses ? 

many more. The farmer has thus found it Avery great deal, as a moment’s reflec- 
more and more difficult to live. Has he not tion will show. A country like China or 
a just complaint against the gold standard? Japan needs but a small per capita circula- 

Each new convert to the gold standard tion of money to make its exchanges of 
will add to the general distress. Solongas property, and to prevent a fall or rise in 
the scramble for gold continues, prices must Prices; and manifestly an old and well de- 
fall, and a general fall in prices is but an- veloped country of small area, like France 
other definition of hard times.—Mew York or Germany, will need less than a new and 
Journal. undeveloped country of great area like the 

asc United States. 
Questions and Answers on the Money Issue. 9. What effect does the increase or de- 

I. What is bimetallism ? crease in the volume of money have on the 
A. The equal treatment of the two price of commodities? 

metals, gold and silver, as money, at a given When there is an increase in the volume 
ratio of coinage. of money the price of commodities rises, and 

2. What is meant by 16 to 1? when there is a decrease in the volume of 

That in coining the two metals into money money the price of commodities falls. 
16 ounces of silver are to be deemed equal 10. Have not the low prices of wheat and 
to one ounce of gold. cotton been caused by the increased compe- 

3. What has caused the divergence be- tition of India and other countries? 
tween the coin and bullion value of silver? The increased production of these articles 

The demonetization of silver in 1873 by has not kept pace with the world’s per capita 
this country and some of the nations of of population, but our wheat and cotton 
Europe. growers are now only receiving the gold 

4. Why was silver demonetized ? price of silver for their products, while those 
It was demonetized because of the desire in silver standard countries—their main 

to limit the supply of money, making competitors—are receiving its mint or coin 
money dearer, thus increasing its purchas- price for theirs. For many years the price 
ing power, and therefore to the advantage of wheat and cotton has followed very 
of money dealers, bondholders, creditor closely the price of silver bullion. Hence 
classes and those having fixed incomes. every advance in the price of silver is a
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benefit to our wheat and cotton growers, But the frames are only 13% inches long, 
and this is the reason why our northern with four wires equidistant. 
farmers and our southern planters are so SETTING BEES ANGRY. 
universally favoring free coinage of silver. z 

11. Why have there been such good ‘There has been, all summer, thirty to forty 
Hples in Mesico > colonies sitting close to the house, six feet 

Because they have plenty of money and from the driveway and thirty feet from the 

hence the price of their commodities meas- bighway. No trees or other landmarks to 
ured in their money does not fall, nor do define the territory belonging to the bees, 
their taxes, debts and other fixed charges yet never has man or beast been molested. 

relatively rise, as these are now doing in the Sweaty horses have been allowed to stand 
United States under the gold standard. for hours within six feet of the hives with- 

12. Why do the large city newspapers so out molestation, often when the hives were 
generally oppose free silver ? covered with clusters of bees. 

Most of the large papers are run by capital- The other day was hot and sultry, and the 
ists whose selfish interests are with the bees seemed more quiet than ever. About 
money lenders. ten o’clock I threw out a pail of slop in 

ee which were a quantity of fruit pealings, 
. which had fermented. It was thrown upon 

Notes From Marble Apiary. the windward side of the hives, and speed 
SET ; over considerable space of ground. Within 

Gheen Bearing —werelyaie- Wired wounda; thirty seconds thousands of bees went on 
Racapee “Selling Honey: the warpath. They flew so thickly that it 

wae thought tet a sven hives were being 
Fi robbed in a wholesale way. It was necessary 

Pert te eae eee Gerad to stand guard over horses one hundred feet 
QUEEN REARING. away, and under the shelter of trees. In 

In the season of 1894 I reared queens half an hour all was quiet again. Bee-keep- 
quite extensively by the Doolittle method, ets, take warning what you do. 
and had some difficulty, so that when some NAMELESS DISEASE. 
of the Eastern brethren mentioned that they Th ae Hee di Baal 
had gone back to the old plan of cutting . FERC ERE eee Shee ae ae 
holes in a comb full of eggs or larvae and more plenti ul than ever this I n ae 

letting the bees do their own choosing, I Lecated 8 YOURS, Poe aie Pony, Cae 
felt like endorsing their sentiments. After ogee Oe ee ecg pa 
trying the old method last season and a part the queen began ieee, all the com| Pees 
of this, with its attendant difficulties, I have removed but two. hen the hive was ed 
again settled down upon the Doolittle up again with the worst diseased comb of 
method with a disposition to stay brood to be found in the apiary. In some of 

Sh them two-thirds of the brood was rotten. 
a The young queen filled the two healthy 

There were about twenty cases of paralysis combs first, and seemed to have a reluctance 
this season, the first appearing in January to lay in the diseased combs. But now those 
and the last in August. Nineteen were diseased combs are full of hatching and 
easily and surely cured by destroying the larveel brood without a trace of the disease, 
queen and introducing a new one. The and still the disease is as prevalent as ever 
twentieth case, and the one upon which no _ in other colonies. 
cure was er cuipied, came Se eur in this wise. SILVER AND SINGLE TAX. 
n July a very strong and industrious colony . 

cast a swarm from cells reared to supersede ae BoReT all pee sees mall vote ee both 
the queen. The colony, withits own comb, ‘iver and single tax. 1 Coen tae 
was divided into seven neuclei, and each nopolists to make a corner on one metal than 
given one of the cells. All of these neuclei Bros iaeore gould quake dheuroame tough 
are today prosperous and healthy, except 5 r 
one, which was attacked by eile pelare ee ane ee when I had honey ee 
the queen began to lay, and dwindled en- sell in Towa, when there was “a'comering © 
tirely away fruit jars, so that quart Mason jars were fif- 

2 teen cents each. Jars might have been like 
WIRING FOUNDATION. gold then, but it happened their purses were 

My frames are wired horizontally, and the not long enough to include tin plate, so we 
wires stretched tight like a banjo-string. were able to crawl out of the trap by adop- 
In fact, to wire a frame loosely, as is recom- tion of tin cans. Then, when these great 
mended for the Langstroth, is only to half- ranches are divided up into small farms 
wire it. I often use foundation running there will be numerous small cities and 
seven feet to the pound, and for experiment towns located over the fertile valleys, and 
have used nine feet to the pound. Strange the inhabitants will consume the honey the 
to say, never has a single sheet buckled. mountains send forth.
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ESCAPES WITH HINGES AND DOORS, AND When a decent citizen complains of hard 
ESCAPES WITH FLEXIBLE SPRINGS— times, poor crops or high rents, the landed 

EDITORIAL IN AUGUST REVIEW. monopolist points to the above class of ten- 

ahi tht esas the hing on ee ee eet expen ine bee-escape (a late invention) became ‘ es x 
clogged with propolis, some Eastern editors eee somes Noes Sa 
go clean over in favor of the Porter flexible willapés ad x toa Se ERE cree cam 

i Bs - 

eee here, friends. ‘There are escapes have two or three mammoth monopolistic 

and escapes but eng ae ote ee en oR lee 
ee mere ee peter ed ee Sunday the eee poet under the gates of the Jardine are all entirely within ry) f busi g a a ee beaeal 
the brood-chamber. That is, on the under eats county people @ nae Leg iis 
side of the escape-board. There is no claw- aes : rn 
ing, scratching and pulling there. The bees ory suane in a ee Shera one 
are content in the brood-chamber. supplies on the “only tree Cay ey iave, 

The hinges and gate to the stampede are because the other six, if not the whole 
on the upper side of the escape-board, where S€vel, are sold to their money-grasping and 
the bees are dispositioned to gnaw the pro- grinding employer. 
polis away rather than plaster iton. There September 3, 1896. 
are no contented bees on the super side of marae TLE 
the escape-board, unless there is a queen or Feeding Bees. 
brood there also, in which case mo escape APHLG Lo lmead” ONT on hesac tower weed 

Rey ey A Feeder Without Cost. 
SELLING HONEY. ‘ 

In Iowa I used to peddle all my honey. BY R. WILKIN. 
Then, when my own was exhausted, I This season bees demand much feeding to 
bought from my neighboring bee-keepers, ensure their surviving the winter in good 
and when theirs was gone I bought from condition, as each hive should have twenty 

abroad. 3 J pounds or more honey in November to in- 
__ The reason peddling honey is dead in Cal- — gure good results the coming season. 
ifornia is because it is so often that it is five If the bee-keeper wishes to go out of the 
to ten miles from one house to another, and  pusiness and can get $2.00 for his empty 
on the great Miller ranch in the San Joaquin hives and combs, he will perhaps save 

valley, there is sixty miles of such country. money and trouble to let them die, as in 
There is enough fertile land in this one cat- most localities here in California they do 
tle farm to make one million farms abund- jot sell for more than $3.00 in the spring. 
antly able to support a home and happy gut if a man intends continuing in the 

family. ned business they are certainly worth double that 
How much honey ought one million aver- amount in good order on the ground for 

age families to consume? Well, I do not work, when the stock of the country has 
know; but there is one old bachelor in East een reduced; and we seldom have two very 
Los Angeles who has had two sixty-pound pad seasons in succession. 
cans during the past ten months, and his i Bee 
last orders were to bring him fifteen pounds eee ee #2 FEED: i OReeL 
more. bout twenty-five years since, in 0, 

Even when we find an inhabitant on these fed in one season thirty one pounds of fine, 
big farms they are not of the class to buy what was called there goles, Gene eh, whieh 
honey. Their diet is bacon and wheat-floar answered the purpose admirably. The 
pancakes unmixed. Most of the time there asset i at that eae men fay ie: 
are no women or children around. Their cussed in eanings, of bee culture, a 
house is of rough sun-bleached boards, umerous experiments made in testing the 
‘There is no parlor or sitting-room; no flow- merits of eteent feeds, and the general 

ers in the front yard or garden in the back Conclusion was that cane sugar syrup was as 

eterna rie ae ce eee ade Trees in sight, bu e cattle an ogs flour- : e 
ish all meatal: and close up to thee domi- taric acid in it to prevent its granulating, but 
cis eyyaicly often has no floor other than the Tipeeeer ete, Ee Cnn At ar coeeaat 
hard-tramped earth. ere I use the best granulated cane sugar 
Some people, by such a method of living, (other kinds will do). iB scone ae ae 

by selling everything they raise that there are sure you are not feeding foul broody 
is any market price for, and feeding tothe honey. 
hogs what will not sell, and themselves COST OF FEED. 
eating what well-fed hogs would not eat, 125 lbs. of choice honey at 4% cents, 
manage to pay high rents. without cans OF CaS€S..........00:008+ $5-62
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125 ibs. of syrup made with roo lbs. of one-fourth of the contents of the bucket ; in 
sugar and 25 pints or pounds of five minutes I will have four hives fed. 
water, is as thick as the honey; The syrup will stand up some on the rear 
sugar, 100 Ibs., at 5 cents............... 5.00 end of the combs, facilitating the carrying 
This is what it costs me at Ventura. it up rapidly, also any bees that were flooded 
The syrup is much the easiest feed in my will readily float and_crawl up one the 

way. Itis very much less inclined to excite combs and be licked off by the other bees. 
to robbery, which is usually a very unsatis- If the hivesare well made and bees been in 
factory accompaniment of feeding, and it them a year or more, not likely more than 
prevents the contagion of foul brood. one in ten will leak. If they leak, lift the 

If honey and sugar, especially a cheap hive and pour the syrup back into the 
article of sugar like the Island sugar, mix bucket. They can be tested with water first, 
them ; they will eat the cheap sugar better if desired. This syrup does not excite to 
with the honey in it. robbery ; in the morning it is all stored in 

HOW I FEED. the combs. I have had a strong colony 

I use the simple L. I. hive. If you do not ae e.wayont sie Oud Stee cee ey Ia uy 

use it—well, you might as well be out of the I repeat the feeding every evening until 
world as out of the fashion. rherilt 1 th 21] 2 fl 

I examine all my hives and record on Deere eyes need ante ORer® y nae come. The colonies in leaky hives I have 
core Bo eee Boney each ae seteiee sometimes lifted out and set in hives made 

of the roe ; if crowded full, I place one on honey Hehe Pape tin ee aes eae 
the right edge; if they have enough to kee 5 : : ‘ 
ieee epee acts seein emicdie, eee wey cn ediugs coleman 

es eaky hives is by what is my favorite way of 
or half way between these two points; forany feeding. Istall-feed my richest and strongest 

ee oot On one yy giace tie stone codes so as to check their binediue’ by 
propasonarely Bee con On Poor pits: filling every available space. When full and 
er eey eat I go to all my hives sealed, I lift the honey from the supers and 

: swap the combs for empty ones in the hives 
, A FEEDER WITHOUT COST. — - of those needing help. This prevents the 

_I raise the front end four or five inches strong colony from breeding, and does not 
higher than the rear and hold it there witha excite the poor colony to breed unnecessarily. 
stone under the frontend. Ithenmake my Jn the fall I do not care to breed, except 
syrup of the best cane sugar by putting 12} very weak colonies, at the expense of arti- 
gallons—about 100 pounds—of water in a ficial feed. 
tank that holds a barrel or more, under (Mr. Wilkin, you’re a jewel. You've out- 

which I have a fire, and when the water lined a plan by which everyone can feed 
boils, I dump 200 pounds of sugar into it without extra cost or trouble. With loose 
and stir until dissolved. If this is done bottoms, just get a clamp or fastening and 
about noon, it will likely be cooled to blood fasten the back of bottom board to body, 

heat (which is the right heat to feed, at'it and I believe the propolis will keep the hive 
excites the bees to take hold of it vigorously from leaking. I feed my neuclei this way, 

at once), in time to feed in the evening. It and never lose bees by drowning. The Van 
is not safe to feed until the bees have nearly Dusen clamps are three cents a pair without 
ceased flying. I can feed out the 300pounds screws, and five cents with screws. I have 
of syrup in one and a half hours, ifIdo not discarded feeders in preference to this plan. 
have to work in thedark. The 300 pounds £p.] 
of syrup is about the same bulk as the sugar Ventura, Cal., Sept. 1, 1896. 
you use. To aE OOnee the syrup 3 ae eee at TT 
hives, I made me,a funnel of 14 x 20 sheet o1 ea horen 
tin—that would be about 14 inches deep—the Come nial 2) GOO AD rete: 
small end, instead of being made round, as This is an age of general activity among 
is usual, I made it flat, inch thick and 4 women. Who has not heard of the ‘‘New 
inches wide, so that it would just gointomy Woman”? In fact, much more has been 
3-inch entrance to the hive. Ithen bent heard of her of late than of the old woman. 
about three inches of the lower end at right I want to remark incidentally that the old 
angles, or so that when the small end of the woman is not to be despised. She is fully 
faucet was introduced intothe hive,thebody as active as the new woman, only she does 
of it stood perpendicular. I now drawfrom not make quite so much fuss about it. Her 
the faucet of my tank 25 pounds of syrup ways are ways of quietness. However, to 

into my three-gallon galvanized bucket, then the many women who must earn their bread 
with funnel and smoker in hand I proceed the question naturally arises : What avenues 
to my hives with the mouths turned up; of work are best adapted to woman’s 
blow a httle smoke in at the entrance, strength and natural talents? Also among 
insert my bent-up faucet and pour into it those fields of industry which are best
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adapted, which are the least crowded? It bee-keeping, as in this country one does not 

is well-known that almost every indoor have to devote all one’s time to the bees. 

pursuit with us is overcrowded. Somany Poultry raising and flower culture are both 

people of every trade and profession flock good adjuncts to an apiary, as there is always 

to Southern California on account of the sufficient land for either. It may be ob- 

climate. And why, in this climate, should jected that the ranches are too far removed 

woman wish to confine herself to indoor ‘from the cities to market cut flowers. This 

employment when there are so many invit- is often true, but I have known a neat little 

ing fields of labor that may be carried on in sum to be netted from raising some rare line 

the open air and sunshine? We allknow of plants for the Kastern seed trade. There 

that American women live too muchindoors, are many more pleasant and profitable ways 

and surely our climate invites emancipation of earning one’s living than at the desk or 
in that direction. Ishall endeavor to touch in the shop. 
upon but one among the many industries in Many men who come to Southern Califor- 

which a woman cap engage for both pleasure _ nia for their health, engage in bee-keeping, 

and profit, and it is one for which she is as it takes them to the foothill region, where 

eminently fitted. there is pure air, pure water and plenty of 

Bee-keeping is an occupation in which sunshine—if nothing else. Why not women 

women can engage successfully, as has been insearch of health also? For a fact, there 

demonstrated by many. Itisawork which is nothing more ‘bracing’ than to open a 

requires, above all things, gentleness, good, full hive in extracting time. It acts 

patience, and close attention to detail. And asa tonic to the nerves and is an exhilarator 

it is admitted by all that women excel in to the spirits—also as an appetizer. It may 

these qualities. I do not claim that a// be some occult physical force not yet under- 

women would make good apiarists, nor is stood, or it may be the mental prospect of 

such a result desirable in the least. But any golden honey converted into golden (or 

woman who is possessed of ayerage intelli- silver) dollars by the alchemy of trade—for 

gence, strength, courage and patience, com- there is mutual dependence of mind upon 

bined with thrift and some business ability, matter and vice versa. We have had rather 

can become a successful apiarist. Gentle- a hard time of it this year, bees, bee-men 

ness in the manipulation of bees is essential and all, but so have other people, if we can 

to the safety of both the bees and the believe the newspapers, and no one doubts 

manipulator. Bees are frequently more the truth of the press. It is hard to tell 

quiet under the management of women than whether the bees want free trade or protec- 

men, owing entirely to their quiet way of tion, for they are rather non-commnittal, 

handling them. All the work attendant differing in this respect from their owners. 

upon the management of an apiary can be I am assured of one thing, however, they 

done by a woman except the heavy lifting want aratio of sixteen to one—sixteen wet 

during extracting time. So it is necessary years to one dry one. This has been the dry 

to employ very little help. To makeasuc- one; but it will soon be over, and then— 
cessful apiarist one must have a love for listen for the rain! 
their work—even for the bees themselves— Apropos for a dry year, I want to tell a 
and one must have some little courage at little story with a moral : 
first. You will be stung occasionally, of There was once a California pioneer, who 

course, but after a little you will consider was also a philosopher, and he used to give a 

that a trivial matter, and be no more afraid little advice to the cattlemen. Of course 

of your bees than of your horse or your this happened a long time ago, when Cali- 

cow. fornia was a wilderness and dry years were 

I have two neighbors, both widows, who plentiful. In those days there were no 

support their families by bee-keeping, and electric cars, no telephone, no scale bugs and 

are very successful in their management of no bicycles. In fact very few modern amuse- 

the hives. They both thoroughly enjoy ments, so a dry year was a very tedious 

their work and are examples of health and affair to the cattlemen. But this philosopher 

thrift. advised them to never mind it at all but just 

Many women have been successful apiar- to get an interesting novel and sit comfort- 

ists, both in this country and Europe. Mrs. ably under the shade of a tree until it was 

Tupper, who was among the pioneer bee- finished—and, lo! the dry year was gone 
women of America, was considered authority and the rains come again. 
in many matters. The Baroness Burdette- [Perhaps the novel was by James ] 

Couttes is as well known for her skill among Do you appreciate the moral? But I am 

the bees as for her many charities and her not certain that the philosopher kept cattle. 

bizarre dress. To one who has a taste for Mrs. J. E. PLEASANTS. 

such things there is a fascination in hand- Santiago, Sept. 4, 1896. 
ling bees, and a wonderful field for scientific Saree eae 
research. There are several other occupa- We intend making this the best paper 
tions which can be nicely combined with published for allinterested in apiculture.
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APICULTURE has alwaysbeenlookedupon of a large honey store, which was doing a 
asan interesting and fascinating sudy, as flourishing business, to judge by the great 

well as a very profitable occupation. But a number of people it contained. 
few years ago it ceased to be profitable to Standing looking at the bees, Basil’s 
the great majority, for the reason of lack of thoughts drifted back to the time when he 
combination on prices. as well as the un- had sold honey on a comparatively empty 
limited sway of the adulterator, and the market, at an almost starving price, and to 
feeling among producers thatimprovement have thought of people calling and clamor- 
had gotten as far as it was possible, conse- ing for honey would have been absurd. Al- 
quently the apiarists were giving up the though the store was well crowded, Basil 
hope of any more profitable productions, managed to get in, to find a fine stock of 
and were actually giving utterance to the comb and extracted honey put up in the 
old cry of the year ’65, “that bees didn’t most attractive style and the greatest variety, 
pay any more.’ confectionery of the finest kinds, honey 

Basil C. Bayton was one of these apiarists; cakes, honey fruit preserves, and beeswax 
he had kept bees a number of years and chewing gum. Basil finding a clerk in the 
hated to part with their genial company. back part of the store, ventures to ask a few 
He had often asked himself why could not questions. ‘‘What’s the price on a 120-pound 
honey be taken without molesting bees? caseof extracted honey?” ‘Ten dollars, or 
Why could not the price of honey be ad- 81 cents per pound,” came the answer. 
vanced? Why was not the pure mating of “That’s a steep price. There cannot be as 
queens successful? Why was the introduc- much produced now as when I was in the 
tion of a queen so difficult? Why could not business?” 
a queen be trapped without opening a hive ‘‘On the contrary,’ remarked the clerk. 
and looking for her? Why was the rearing ‘‘There is almost double the product over 
of queens so costly? Could not adulteration eight or nine years ago ; and as you seem a 
of honey be stopped? Why could we not novice, though once seemed to be in the 
tell the condition of a colony without ex- business, I will say that at the present time 
amining it? And why was not the per bees are not molested in taking the honey, 
capita consumption of honey forty or fifty neither are they at other times except on 
pounds instead of only half a pound peran- loss of queen, or disease, and then this is 
num? He has asked himself all these, and often remedied without opening the hive, 
there they lay unanswered, so he never and the average product is almost double 
dreamed that one day he would find perfect what it used to be ten years ago, and the 
answers. But living was the first considera- cost of production is nearly one-half, thus 
tion; so placing his 200 stands of bees on a great profit.” 
his folks’ farm, which was a beautiful moun- The clerk being called away, Basil sat 
tain home, situated thirty miles from Los down on a box and was soon lost in thought. 
Angeles, Basil accepted a position of travel- How could the honey be taken without 
ing salesman. But after eight years of such molesting the bees? How could anyone 
life he returned to his almost native city of know about the loss of queen, and the pres- 
Los Angeles to investigate the changes of ence of disease, without looking through 
farming, as the farming industry was im- the hives, thus molesting the bees and 
proving. While walking up one of the remedying these without opening the hives. 
main streets of the city one dav, Basil The clerk was still busy, and Basil decided 
noticed a show-window filled with bees; to call when he got his wits again. But on 
this proved to be an advertising attraction the sidewalk he met someone he thought he
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knew, and sure enough the person proved to “Mr, Bayton, I believe,’’ she suggests. 
be his old father, who was overjoyed at the “Yes, I’m that man,’ said Basil. ‘‘Whata 

meeting, and so off Basil goes forthe ranch. _voice,”” thought he, ‘‘so soft and gentle.” 

‘The farm wagon contained several cases of ‘Then this is Miss Nellie, the bee queen 

honey, which the store folks took, paying 7 I’ve heard so much about, but never seen?” 

cents a pound. On nearing the father’s ex- “Yes, Mr. Bayton, that’s the name I’ve 

tensive ranch of 640 acres, a great improve- gotten. But here is papa,’’ and Basil is re- 

ment was noticeable. When within ashort ceived by his old friend with seemingly the 

distance of the house, Basil notices his old greatest relish. Then comes the introduc- 

apiary, pretty well grown up to weeds. tion of Mrs. Comblin, a comely lady of mid- 

Getting out of the wagon, he walkedthrough dle age, and Fred, a manly youth of 22, 

to find every hive occupied and seemingly rather tall, broad shouldered, muscular, dark 

in good condition. Arriving at the house, hair and eyes, the picture of his mother ; 

Basil was received by mother, sister and John, a man of 24, light complexioned, 

brothers with a good display of joy and wel- brown hair, muscular figure, much like his 

come, for eight years was a long separation father, and of course the helm of the home 
and the changes were noticeable, for the ranch. 
mother, still a good-looking woman, though Supper was partaken of among much bee- 

quite gray, and sister Maud, a beaming girl talk, the whole family being bee-keepers, 

of twenty, and the brothers good-looking and a delightful time was had, though Basil, 

young men. Basil, it could be seen, was the __ being a little fatigued after his century ride, 

favorite. A man of twenty-five years, full, retired early to his room, which had been 

intelligent face, blue eyes, with light beard made ready by the dainty hands of Miss 

and mustache, a man of six feet, straight Nellie; and so sweet were the mountain 

as an arrow, though a speedy bicycle rider, fragrant flowers in the vases in the room, 

a good horseman, and anexpertshot; always capped with the pure mountain air, would, 

took great enjoyment in sport. Basil’stime I fear, be nigh impossible to describe. Suf- 

was well taken up in describing to his folks ficient to say, Basil slept well. 
his many travels and experiences. But On arising next morning, from the window 

finally thinking of the bees, he asked for a beautiful scene met Basil’s vision. A 

the bee books and bee journal. But there bright June morning, with the sun just peep- 

was none, and in the course of events he ing over the rugged mountain peaks, and 

found that his folks, not caring much for glancing its weird smiles into a marvelous 

bee-keeping, had only extracted a few pretty lake not far from the house. Around 

times and were away behind the times; the borders of the lake were small nooks 

they did not visit the bee-keepers,so knew and miniature cafions, grown up with natural 

nothing of how the industry was moving shrubbery and willow trees, prettier by far 

forward. Basil’s father, finding that his than any Angel City park. The land on the 

oldest boy hankered for farming, offered Basil north side slopes gently down to the lake, 

an interest in the farm, and thus he decided _ and is covered by a heavy growth of alfalfa. 

to remain, and once again take up the old Looking further is an apiary beautifully laid ~ 

pastime of bee-keeping and honey-producing. out on a southeast slope, the lines of hives 

Thinking over what the honey clerk had perfectly straight, and showing plainly 

said one day, Basil decided to visit his old from their white and clean appearance, to 

friend, Prof. A. C. Comblin, whom he knew the number of probably 300 colonies. At 

had always been the most enterprising in one side stood a commodious honey-house, 

olden times, and thinking he could probably and the whole was surrounded on three sides 

see these improvements there, he telephoned _ by a thick growth of blue-gums. 

up to Fairview, Mr. Comblin’s residence; he At breaktast all was merry, and a happier 

received a pleasant invitation to stay afew household was, I imagine, impossible to find. 

weeks at his old chum’s place. Sonextday Basil referred tothe apiary, and was told by 

Basil takes his wheel and speeds to Fair- Mr. Comblin that the apiary had produced 

view, covering the distance of roo miles in last year an average of 300 pounds per 

eight hours. Arriving at the village of colony, and there were three just such 

Fairview, he took his way up the long  apiaries on the place that did nearly as well. 

avenue of blue gums, which trees are in ‘Basil, you have been out of the business 

blossom and are fairly singing with bees. At some years, where have you kept your- 
the end of the avenue one comes suddenly _ self?” 
upon the Comblin residence, a typical dwel- “‘T have been a commercial traveler the 

ling of California style. At the door he last eight years,” Basil replies. 

is met by a most beautiful young lady of “Well, then, you don’t know what a 

about twenty summers, with a light, creamy splendid market we now have, and that ata 

complexion. A head of golden hair, almost good price, in the face of the fact that more 

covering a sweet, intellectual face, lit up by is produced now than formerly, and at a less 

shining blue eyes, the most romantic mouth, cost to the producer. Aboutseven years ago 

studded with pearly white teeth. a Los Angeles gentleman hit upon a plan of
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advancing prices on honey, and established, nearer, the pipes were to be seen joining the 
asastarter, ahoney and beeshowstoreonone hives together and leading to the honey- 
of the main streets of the city, and after put- house. Each hive had a wire leading to a 
ting in an excellent line of goods made almost central post and then to the honey-house, 
entirely of the product of the bee, adver- and bewilderment was no name for Basil. 
tised extensively, and soon had a large busi- How different from the ways of years ago. 
ness. One mouth they sold 50 000 pounds At noon Basil returned to the house with- 
of extracted and 10,000 pounds of comb _ out any clew, Fred had got back with infor- 
honey, and that only ten months after start- mation of a Gypsies’ encampment up in 
ing. Now there are several such stores with Maheau cafion; also that Joe Johnson, who 
branch houses all over the State, and they had been a schoolmate of Nellie’s, and was 
practically control the sale of honey on this supposed to be Nellie’s lover, had disap- 
coast ; and when the dry year comes along, peared, and also that May Howland, a chum 
which don’t come often now, the manager of Nellie’s, a girl of flighty character, was 
handles the previous crop so well that no away, but supposed to be visiting Nellie. 
market is ever in want. Thus, you see, Thus the mystery deepened. Mr. Comblin 
there being always a supply, the demand is could not believe of Nellie’s running away, 
always on the increase, and no one hunts as she had taken no hat or wraps, and had 
for a substitute. See what became of sugar. gone in her morning dress. But he sent 
Up until about five years ago nearly every- word to town, dispatching a detective on Joe 
one was using sugar, because it was very Johnson’s track; also on May Howland’s. 
plentiful and every store-keeper was push- In the afternoon the boys paid a visit to the 
ing it, making a leader of it, selling it for Gypsies, but could find no trace of the 
Jess than it cost them, for the monopoly missing girl, and no suspicious actions. 
would not reduce the prices; the store men Next day was honey canning time, for 
made up their loss on other goods, such as now the tanks were quite well filled with 
honey. Thus, when honey was placed on honey. So, in the early morning, atter 
the same footing, and the passage of a high breakfast, which was gotten up by Fred very 
tariff bill on sugar, then the sugar blight of nicely, though with a few mishaps, such as 
this country causing a supply lessthan the tipping over the mush, slopping the honey, 
consumption, and up went the price, thus burning the potatoes, spilling the pancake 
the people substituted honey, and ithasheld batter and the boiling hot coffee, we made 
its own to a very great extent ever since.” our way to the apiary. 

While the professor had been talking, Now, as that location was always ahead of 
Nellie had answered a call from the rear the others, John first opens the honey-bouse, 

door, and had not yetreturned. Mrs. Comb- quite a large building, containing hives and 
lin went to the door, but seeing nothing of supplies needed in the apiary, with the 
Nellie, had called, without receiving an necessary tools. The building is a two- 
answer. This was so unusualthat Mr.Comb- story structure, the top part opening out 
lin rose to go in quest of her, but returned on to the plat of land on which the apiary 
unsuccessful. stands; the lower story, where the tanks 

“She seems to have disappeared as if are, and where the canning is done, opens 
she had been carried off by Gypsies,’ re- out on to a roadway which leads around the 
marked Basil. lake to the house. The floor of the building 

Mrs. Comblin looked hard at Basil and is three feet above the roadway so as to 
gave utterance to a piercing scream. When facilitate the loading without lifting. 
quiet enough to talk, she said, “That the On opening the upper door John looks at 
day before two Gypsy women had called in what Basil afterwards learned to be the 
quest of food and alms, and had remarked records. These are frames arranged with 

on the winning beauty of Nellie. At this 300 little dials in each—there are two of 

the professor ordered saddle horses, and them—wondered what they might be, and 
Basil was invited to join in the search, on looking at the tops he discovered these 
Fred and John took the horses, and our hero inscriptions: ‘ Weight of stores in brood 
started out on his wheel. The professor nest’? on the one, ‘‘ Condition of colonies” 
stayed to look after Mrs. Comblin, as she on the other. 
was quite hysterical. Fred proposed to go Said John: ‘This is how we manage the 
to town, John along the foothills to the east, bees without disturbing them. I’m not as 

and Basil took the course along a lonely, well posted in the mechanism as father. 
smooth road to the west. Basil’s first sight | However, I will explain the best I can.” 
of the second apiary, lying up on the right “This record, ‘Condition of Colonies,’ 
of the road, makes him slow up, and he like the other, is manipulated by wires at- 
notices that the apiary isidentically likethat tached to the thermometers in the brood 
of the first, except of a younger growth of nest of the hives; the current of an electric 
blue-gums, the long, straight rows of hives _ battery is thrown onto the wire every twenty- 
looking the neatest he had ever seen, the four hours by means of a time spring wound 
ground clean and free of weeds. Oncoming up every Saturday.
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These dials have hands, as you see, and hatching. This hive, of course, had no 
when they are in position they point tothe queen for about eight or nine days, or the 
right ; they note four different temperatures, queen had stopped laying, though we found 
by pointing up, to the left, and downward. queen cells capped, so John goes toa nuclei 
So you see we can readily pick out the posi- and getting two frames with bees and the 
tion of several on the plate at a glance. queen between, places the frames on the 

“The temperature of a colony on the hinges and closes the hive, taking the two 
point of swarming is 105 degrees; this empty frames taken from the hive, and 
temperature being noted by the hand of the shaking off the bees, takes them to the 
dial pointing up. The temperature of a neuclei, as John said there were too many 
colony in good condition is 100 degrees, neuclei and he wished to do away with some. 
which is noted by hand of dial pointing to The two frames taken from the neuclei 
the right. The temperature of aqueenless contained plenty of honey, and so made up 
colony, or one that has swarmed, isgode- for the shortage of honey in colony No. 8. 
grees, and is noted by hand pointing down- Hives 27 and 81 were without queens, and 
ward, while the temperature of a colony were treated the same as No. 8, except that 
with no brood nor eggs at all is 85 degrees, 81 had a frame exchanged with 94 on ac- 
and this is noted by the hand pointing to count of being short of stores. Then hives 
the left, while the whole does not appear to 90, 260, 261 and 275 had queens who were 
be affected by the outside temperature. But laying poorely, which were destroyed, and 
to make them sure they are only manipu- the colony re-queened. Hives 90 and 260 
lated every twenty-four hours at about noon _ being fed from 98 and 240. Then hive No. 
each day. 290 had a nameless disease, so its queen was 

“Now notice the hands pointing downward killed and replaced. This hive was also fed 
of dials 8, 27, 81, 90, 260, 261, 275 and 290; by exchanging two frames with hive No. 
these eight colonies need attention, and we 260. Now, empty brood boxes were placed 
will examine them when I take these figures beside hives Nos. 30, 36, 40 and 240 and at- 
down. Notice hands of dials pointing up tached together by a swarm catcher. 
on Nos. 30, 36, 80 and 240, ready to swarm. This work had taken about four hours, 
Before we go out,”’ says John, ‘“‘we willtake and they were returning to the honey-house, 
the record of stores. This record is similar while Basil was too full of what he had 
to the other, except that the wording is a seen, and John sorrowful at the loss of his 
little different and that it is governed by _ sister, that nothing was said onthe way. On 
scales instead of temperature. It has one arriving at the honey-house John breaks the 
fault, in not being very accurate; still, silence by saying, ‘‘When those hives get 
it gives us a clue to work from, anda bless- back into condition again these hands re- 
ing itis, as it saves going through all the turn to their correct position ; so as not to 
hives. Too much honey, the hand points be deceived by their position, we make a 
up; O.K., hand points to right; light, hand note of our work in this book, which has a 
points down; and very light, or no honey label on it, ‘Work among the colonies.’ ” 
at all, the hand points to the left. Now for After this was done they go down stairs, 
numbers. Hives Nos. 8, 81, 90, 261 and 290 +~=wwhere they find Fred busy filling the cans 
are light, or short of stores; hives Nos. 94, _ with honey from four large tanks, which are 
98, 240 and 260, too much or heavy in 6 feet high and 16 feet in diameter. ‘‘This 

stores. shape ripens the honey better, as it is almost 
“ Now,” says John, ‘‘we will veil upand like waterincoming from the hive’’says John. 

visit those hives, and put them in order, if “John,” said Basil, ‘‘ how do you get this 
possible.” So getting his smoker ready, we honey in the tanks? You see, our way was 
make our way to hive No. 8. Of course, all to take the combs from the top box, brush 
this time I am anxious to know how the _ off the bees, and carry the combs in a wheel- 
honey is gotten out of the hive without dis- barrow to the extractor in the honey-house, 
turbing the bees. The hives are seton a and when they were empty return them.” 
stand 10 or 12 inches high. John kneels “What a job that was,” chimes in Fred. 
down on the ground and opens one side of “Yes,” said John, ‘we know very little 
the box, which is hinged like adoor, and of such work, as this way of handling bees 
peered at the brood nest ; then opening the has been in universal use for about five years. 
back, which is also hinged like the other. But, Mr. Bayton, you see these four large 
The frames all swing out, for they are also pipes emptying the nectar into these tanks. 
hinged to this back board, this leaves the Well, the arrangement of the top boxes are 
ten Langstroth frames to be examined in such as to enable the drawing of the honey 
open air like the leaves of a book without into these pipes by the force of suction 
the removal of the top box, which boxesare pumps, when it then flows into these tanks.” 
all piped together. Finally selecting one of _ Basil had heard the pumps at work in coming 
the central frames, he takes it off the hooks down stairs, and now going with John be- 
on which it swung ; sure enough there were hind the tanks, he saw the pumps at work. 
no eggs or larvee, nothing but pupa just They were run by water-power.
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“The machinery in the top boxes of the contrary, a girl of 20 years, dark hair and 
hives I don’t understand, as pa will not eyes, and bright, intelligent face, avery good 
explain them. They are made by a large head of hair grown from a shapely head, 
factory in Los Angeles, and are patented.”’ which topped off an excellent form; and a 

Fred by this time had fifty cases of honey pretty picture she made, with her white 
all ready for the wagon, and it being about apron and white cap. Mary had been with 
noon, we started for the house for dinner. the family for five years, and was considered 

At the house all seemed to have assumed as one of themselves. 
their natural shape. But who was this Mary’s words in regard to Nellie not be- 
strange person in the kitchen, who stared at ing with Mr. Johnson set Basil to thinking, 
Basil as if she had never seen aman, nor a_ and he finally came to the conclusion that 
kid either, for that matter. Just then Fred the only reasonable place for her to be was 
comes in and shouts out : with the Gypsies. But why had they not 

“Hello, Mary! you got back? Did you accepted the reward and returned her? 
have a good vacation ?”” And why were they camping here so long? 

“Don’t I look as if I had got back,’ re- Turning these questions over in his mind. 
torts Mary. he could reach no better conclusion than to 

Turning to Basil: ‘This is our helper, inspect this Gypsy camp more thoroughly. 
Miss Mary Dray, who is a Tartar some- Of course this was dangerous. But having 
times,’”’ said Fred. taken an extreme liking for Nellie, he de- 

“Well, Mary, from the way this house has __cided to go alone and reconnoiter. 
acted, we don’t know who comes and goes.” After dinner, saying he would ride over to 

‘‘What has gotten into this house since I town, Basil takes his wheel and starts off to 
left?” remarks Mary. ‘‘Mrs. Comblin sick, search the hills around the Gypsy encamp- 
Mr. Comblin gone, Nellie gone, and from ment, and finally, going into a small clear- 
what you say I don’t know whether ing in the forest; there, right in front of 
I’m here either. Your mother seems him, what do you suppose hesaw? Well, 
too sick to talk, and just says, ‘My two of these swarthy-complexioned Gypsy 
poor Nellie is stolen.’ The doctor says women, with Nellie between. They start 
your mother must have the greatest quiet, as into a run as soon as they notice Basil, but 
she is threatened with fever.” brave Nellie held them back and cries, 

‘“Where has father gone?” asked John. “Save me, Mr. Bayton!’’ So Basil puts on 
“Over to town to get some word from speed and dashes straight for the women, 

some one,” replies Mary. who become frightened and run. Basil 
“Word from the detectives, probably,”’said stops his wheel, catches Nellie about the 

Fred. waist, places her gently on the top of the 
“Where is Nellie?’ asked Mary, ‘‘I am handle-bars in a sitting position, then plac- 

dying to know; and I will die if Idon’t ing her arms about his neck, he mounts the 
know quick.” whee] and finds he has perfect ease in hand- 

“At first,’ John answers, ‘‘we thought ling the machine, for Nellie is in no way a 
she had been stolen by Gypsies. But now hindrance. Then he strikes out at a fearful 
we think she eloped with Joe Johnson, or pace down the gently sloping hillside, when 
was carried off by him, or by Mary How- he hears a call, and looking back discovers 
land.” aman mounted on a horse coming at as 

“Don’t you believe she run away with good a rate as the horse is capable of. Basil 
anyone,” declares Mary. ‘She ain’t that increases his speed and the horseman loses, 
kind of a girl, Besides, she nearly hated who checks up and springing to the ground, 
Joe Johnson. Mr. Johnson told me two brings a rifle to bear, and bang goes the peal 
weeks ago that Nellie didn’t care for him, of its blast. Basil feels a sting on the top 
and he was going up north somewhere, to of his head, slacks his pace and falls to the 
Oakland or San Francisco, or maybe to ground, where Nellie, after recovering from 
Portland, Oregon, just to find new fields to the fall, is standing over his now seemingly 
grow on.” 3 lifeless body. ‘ 

“Well, the detective will find him soon and * * * * * * * 

clear up this mystery, or it will be the Basil becomes conscious, and finds himself 
greatest mystery Fairview ever knew,” de- in an apiary. Seeing Fred, he calls; then 
clared John. ft the bees begin to sting him as he shows life. 

Little he knew how true his words would But now Basil loses consciousness again. 
proven tegen! to the greatest ‘‘ mystery of TO BE CONTINUED. 

“Well, dinner is ready,’ says Mary, ‘‘and areas 
if I hadn’t come back sooner than I ex- Subscribe for the JouRNAL now—50 cents 
pected you boys would have been storming for one year’s subscription. Remember, it 
at me, Isuppose. So now, eat and makeup will be published monthly commencing with 
for my neglect of love.” the new year, and the price then will be 75 

Mary was not a bad-looking girl; on the cents until July, and after that, $1. NOW!
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(Continued from page 4.) My liquid honey will be called adult- 
When the bees hang out on the front of erated. 

the hive in the spring it isa sign that they If I have bees on exhibition somebody 
are building queen-cells and will soon will call them bugs. 
swarm. When they get ready to swarm the My honey extractor will be called a churn 
second or third time we can tell by putting or a washing-machine. 
an ear against the hive and hearing the And I will be called a crank. 
young queens piping. There are a few other Oh, dear, I don’t believe I will attend the 
things of less importance which may be fair. 
told without opening the hive. Some bee- But now let us look at the 
keepers tell when a hive is full by rappin ; 
on the cover with the knuckles, but this 2 ’ bag ish 
not practicable where a rubber cloth is used The man that does attend the fair and 
between the cover and the frames. It is does exhibit, finds that his honey arrives 
better to slip the cover forward and lift a safely, even from a long distance. 
corner of the oil cloth and look in, which The so-called puttering work of arranging 
may be done without smoke ifdone quickly. an exhibit calls out a talent for displaying 
You can tell if a colony has foul brood by things to the best advantage. 
the odor which comes from the hive, but a The questions people ask should be one of 
bee-keeper who depends on this way of de- the main purposes of the exhibit, and the 
tecting it would be liable to lose his apiary. more questions intelligently answered the 
Bee paralysis is also easily told by the shiny wider the dissemination of knowledge about 
bees that come out of the hive trembling the busy bee. 
and die in front of the hive. Sales of honey at the fair and the prem- 

Sespe, Ventura Co., Cal., Sept. 4, 1896. iums are not the main objects in view. First 
a educate, at the fair, to create a healthful in- 

[To be able to tell the condition of a colo- quiry, and sales will follow. 
ny without disturbing a hive is very much Te the judge is a snoopendyke one year, 

more valuable than bee-keepers imagine, make a row and have a practical bee man 
for after thirty minutes time looking over appointed the next year. 
one hundred colonies one can tell how his Never mind what people call your tools, it 

queens are working. When plenty of brood js because they are densely ignorant about 
in hive, and queen laying well, a bee will  bee-keeping, and need educating. 
come in with pollen about every five min- Never mind being called a crank. It is 
utes. Queen not laying well, pollen carrier much better to be called a crank than a 
every twenty to thirty minutes. No pollen  mogs-back. 

carriers, no brood as a rule. With a few If all were moss-backs there would be no 
nervous bees running about the alighting fairs at all. 
board denotes queenlessness. Honey short, Hurrah! then, let’s attend the fair, and 
or flow stopped, robbers nose about the make a success of it. 
cover and cracks of the hives as well as the And the pros have it. 
poor drone being ejected from the hive. 
Ep.] 

asian ney pes Wi ?lenty of ney. 
Exhibits at Fairs—Pro and Con. Bice ww io len Wig GEG ney 

BY JOHN H. MARTIN. I have sixty colonies in eight-frame Langs- 
Seu ss troth hive, fully built up, straight combs, 

: CON FIRST. | and plenty of honey, untested Italian queens; 

It is now the season for fairs, and the bee- wit] sell now at $3.50 a colony, and take care 
keeper, we will suppose, is asking himself f th til Feb: t 18 
the question, Shall I attend the fair and © Mem until Be Oey ele 
shall I exhibit the products of the hive? In - Y, ss 
considering the subject the following ob- Bee Book and Catalogue for 5 cts. 

jections naturally arise: My intentions are to get out a text-book 
It is too far to carry honey safely. on the care of bees in California, combining 
Arranging an exhibit is puttering work, 4 catalogue with it, to make it cost less. 

SR Ay ae, 2 This every bee-keeper should have, as it will 
People will ask too many questions. be only 5 cents in stamps. It will be 

I will not sell enough honey to pay for ready by January 15th, 1897. This will not 
Boe: : i be the bee book for the Pacific States, 

The premiums are not liberal enough. mentioned on page 2, for the latter we ex- 
The judge is likely to be some old snoop- pect to make about 100 pages, while this bee 

endyke, who don’t know a bee from a }ook and catalogue will be about go pages. 
broomstick. 

People will spoil my comb honey by pok- . B.S. K. BENNETT, 
ing parasols and canes into it. Los Angeles, Cal.
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ONEY-(~)UEENS | __--chestiaereme 
MarincQuiins gatas | YS ee il 

BRED AT THE NORTHWEST \ a 
HOME OF THE HONEY BEE i" la ; 

i FF ray ue 
i | Boe Cole & Lowers ALE \ al | tes 

2 | L] ema WZ | PAG LATONA, KINGS CO. | Bf es peg ete) 104 
WASHINGTON EA Gane? ea 

Norice-One colony of our bees produced in 1898 JAY Wy BN 
182 Ibs. of fancy comb honey—average of the apiary an Yl Wey fe aN 
was 90 Ibs. per colony, while the average yield of e— ee i \ | black bees in our vicinity was only 30 pounds per F tn See ree iY 
colony. These bees can reach more flowers and are [Peep Sac A) en | Ht Xe 
quieter to handie than any other race. Sample of iE aS a it \ 
bees sent by return mail, for 10cents in stamps. f ee ie, \ Ye 
Dealers and heavy buyers of bees, queens, or bee sup- yo == LS 

plies, write for special prices. | t 4A2ZZE Pw 
PRICES OF ITALIAN QUEENS. | 4H PF YO 

April May June July Aug. Sept. IE ne” ZZ OOS: 
untested - - $150 $100 $100 $ 75 $ 75 $100 Mb A ON 
Iselect choice unt’d “175 125125 100100 125 ch LE Ll Ze 
tested - - - 250 200 200 150 150 200 | —S : aa" 

Lselect tested - 390 850 300 250 250 300 | —— 7 
lextra select tested 600 550 550 500 500 600 ees UA 
Notice.—The price of queens for October and No- | e g 

vember will be the same as in May; and December, a at ae 
January, February, and March, the same asin April. | BEE-KEHEPERS ! Save moncy by using 
Write for special prices on large orders. Will mail | crrcULAR SAW in making Hives, Frames, and 
catalogue free on application. “| Gases. Can be used in many ways in the Apiary and 
a ere ——___— | on the farm. Machines Sent on trial if desired. 
( ‘OM B For the Catalogue free. W. F. & JNO, BARNES CO, 

Season of 1896 | 283 Rupy Sr. ROCKFORD, ILL. 

FOUNDATION 7") Italian — | 2 og Italian 
1 ahell devote myselfto comb foundation exclusively | > 4 4A « 

and shall endeavor to furnish my customers with a ay . a 
foundation second to none in the market. The fol- » cad Rae ‘ LEATHER or 
lowing prices are based on wax at 25centsperpound, | ? €g KKecas) 
and are subject to change. » fr iY, GOLDEN 

: v SAE NYE 
Brood Foundation, per pound, S5Crt op Hi aN | ele 
Tissue Foundation, per pound, 45c.| § fs! ji X nai 

CASH WITH ORDER. y or ; « NOW is just the 
? : ) : K best and wisest ‘The brood foundation cut to fit any size frame. ‘The | cd Q {ne tg reqseest 

tissue foundation cut to fit one-pound sections. Good | } q ea Anas ons 
clean wax delivered here will be taken at alltimesin | Capannnannnnnrd itis thecheapect 
exchange for nad on at a rate of 10 cents per i i i 
pound for brood and 20 cents per pound for tissue a els sams 
foundation; or, in other words, remit 10 cents with | 1ave an Apiary in the mountains, seven miles cast 
each pound of wax to be exchanged for brood founda- eCRAL But Laidoiot tabueh y oat abeut adozed 
tion, and 20 cents with each pound of wax to be ex- | Ttalian queens in adozen bives, and would you 
ae se pecr: el believe it, these dozen hives have TWO top boxes 

W. W. BLISS @oieoenra | FULL OF HONEY 7H8,28¥ : : caLirornia | FULL C } YEAR, while 
See All the rest are being fed. Some got queenless, 
Thomas A Stombs some had fertile workers, and others full of 

. moths in one short month. "This is the condition 
seti = Fs of all the apiaries around mine. I have not time 

Ce oe LONE YeOANS to feed, so I guess I'll have only the twelve 
a teers igh BE TOR, 5 and 10 as Italian left up there next year, though I have 

11 oie eranns nearly 75 strong colonies in Los Angeles, building 
Best tested work at lowest prices. upall the time. QUEENS cheap. Have too ready. 

142 SoutH ALAMEDA St. LOS ANGELES | jtatian, untested. - - each $0.75 doz. $ 7.50 
a ‘A Pare er ae - | Italian, warranted, - - each .85 doz. 850 
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA I will tour awheel | Italian; tested, -  - - each 1.00 doz. 10.00 
ae —_—_—_____———_ in October and No- | jtalian, select tested, - - each 1.50 good breeders vember, Ventura and Kern Counties first. Bee-keep- | Select hybrids, 6 felt, asc. each} $1.00 fot the 6. 
ers Pe me your location so that I may visit you. . : < 
Kindly state whether you have accommodation for , ‘ man and beast. ‘The beast can stay outside and don’t BAS ska BENNETT E 
eat, though it travels over 100 miles a day. 

B.S. K. BENNETT. 365 E.. Second St. LOS ANGELES, CAL. 
USE THE GUMMED LABELS WHEN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS. _
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z H YE is Honey Market Reports. ONEY- BUYERS: 
LOS ANGELES, CAL. ions in thi based, as near]; F - Uae 

Ree duces ons tn tiie comma oe ¥ | simpson & Hack Fruit Co.,136$. Los Angeles st. as possible, on the grading adopted by the North ae ee ee 
American, and are the prices that the commission. | renry Schacht. BcRs 
‘men get, and on which the commission for making CHICAGO ILL, 

the sales is figured. The grading rules referred to 1. A. Lamon, 43 South Water street. 
i : .A. Burnett, 163 South Water street. 

ane os follome: : S.T. Fish & Co., 189 South Water street. Fancy.—All sections to be! well filled, combs Le a eee 
straight, of even thickness, and firmly attached toall | & & Gjemons, 423 Walaut street. 
four sides, both wood and comb unsoiled by travel | ~~ : g 
stain or otherwise ; all the cells sealed except the row CINCINNATI, OHIO 
of cells next to the wood. | Chas. F, Muth & Son. 

No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs uneven PHIDADELERIA) PA; 
or crooke2, detached at the bottom, or with but few | Wm. A. Selser, 10 Vine street. 
cells unsealed; both wood and comb unsoiled by | ORE: 
travel stain or otherwise. Chas; Dadant & Son. 

In addition to this the honey is to be classified ac- BOSTON, MASS. 
cording to color, using the terms white, amber and | E. E. Blake & Co. 
dark. ‘That is, there will be “fancy white"“No) Pee coLo. 
dane ete .N. & J. C. Trisbee. 

Dealers are expected to quote only those grades | c ST. LOUIS, MO. 
and classifications to be found in their market. | D.G. Tutt Grocery Company. 

CLEVELAND, 0. 
San Francisco.— Honey.—Fancy white, 2010; ml | Williams Bros., 80 and 82 Broadway. 

1 white, 8@9; fancy amber, 8: No. 1 amber, 6@7; x : 
fancy dark. 5@6; No. 1 dark, 4@5; extracted, white, hia MEU E Eee 
414@5; amber, 4; dark, 244@3. ‘Beeswax, 25@26. | . Bishop & Co. 
Honey crop light only in irrigated districts. | ALBANY, N. ¥. 

| Chas. McCulloch & Co. 
Los ANGELES.—Honey.—Fancy white, 8@9; No. 1 be 

white, 7@8; fancy amber, 7; fancy dark, 5@6; No.1 | . ‘ EE REE Ee 
dark, 4@5. ‘kxtracted, white, 3!4@4; amber, 3; dark, | S- H. Hall & Co. 
2. Beeswax, 20@22. Honey crop light, but no honey | DETROIT, MICH. 
demand. None selling. | M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Mich. 

Crncrnnati.—Aonev.—No. 1 white, 14@15; No. 1 x : 
amber, 12@14; No.1 dark, 10. Extracted, amber, 5@ | The Bee-Keepers’ Review 
7 Beeswax 2025, | Has several points of superiority. Ist. It gives the 

i reports of the Michigan Experiment Apiary—gives 
Kansas Crty.—Honey.—No. 1 white, 14; No.1am- | them each month, as Soon as possible after the work 

ber, 12; No. 1 dark, 10, Extracted, white, 614; am- | is done, while they are fresh and of newsy character, 
ber, 5@5!g; dark, 4@434. Beeswax, 25. | and can be of some benefit. 2nd. It gives Hasty’s 

| monthly three-page review of the other bee-journals. 
CLEVELAND.—Honey.— Fancy white, 14@15; No.1 | 3rd. F. L. Thompson, a practical bee-keeper and 

white 12@13; No Tamber, 9@10. Extracted) white, | thorough linguist, reads twelve of the leading foreign 
6@7; amber, 4@5. Beeswax, 2@29, Beeswax is | beejournals, and, each month, furnishes the gist ot 
scarce, and would sell readily at quotations. | what he finds in them that is valuable. There are | other points of excellence possessed by the Review, 

‘ St ales | but these three are to be found in no other journal. 
 CHtcaco.—Honey.—Fancy white, 15; No. 1 white, | ‘The Review is $1.00 a year. Ask for a sample, or 

12@18; fancy amber, 9@10; No. amber, 7@8; fancy | send 10 cents for three late but different issues. dark, 8@10; No. 1 dark, 7@8. Extracted, white, 5@7; W. Z. HUTCHINSON 
amber, 444@9; dark, 4@5. Beeswax, 25@26. | <= -Pilat, Michizes: 

PHILADFLPATA.—Honey.—Fancy white, 4@15; No. + ina 
Lwhite, 1@12; No.1 dark, 7@8, Extricted, white | Notice to Bee Men. 
clover, 9@10; ‘amber, 4@5; dark, 314@4. Beeswax. a 
2@28! Market dull on honey; beeswax in fair de- | Si be riptions de sold pe yipale the coe ee 
mand. any paper, an ake! vi semen oO 

help pay for the printing of this paper, and 
St. Lours.—Honey.—Fancy white, 11@1214; No. 1 * 3) 

white, 10@11; fancy amber, 9@10; No. 1 amber, 8@9; | CVETY bee man who has an interest in the 
fancy dark, 714@8; No. 1 dark, 6@7¥g._ Extracted, | welfare of his paper, should take the little 
ee in Bie og aes i oe 5034. | trouble to answer and patronize our advyer- 
eeswax, 2514@2I rained and extracted honey | 4; 7 * . 

especially slow: as a rule it goes to bakers and man- | tisers. Whenever you need anything look 
ufacturers. Little new honey coming in. | up your bee paper ‘‘ads.’’, write for catalogue 

= | and prices, and buy when you can. You Minnrarorts.—Honey.—Fancy white, 14@15; No.1 | * 
white, 1213; fancy amber, 10@11; No. 1 amber, 8@ | Should know that every page of advertise- 
10; fancy dark, 6@7; No. 1 dark, 5@6. Extracted, | ments brings us in $20, so the more we are 
vee a amber, 554; dark, 1s@5. Bees | patronized the better the paper. We wish 
wax, 22@24. Some inquiry has appeared for extracted | + 
during the iast few days under unfavorable crop re- | © push this paper harder than any bee 
ports irom California, but actual trading is light. | paper published. So help us, please. 

ae "USE THE GUMMED LABELS IN ANSWERING ADVERTISEMENTS. Tre BES
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“2 SONTRACT.... - : 
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: This Agreement Witnesseth, (iat the undersigned, for and in consideration of a Rebate on orders of R 

si stock BEE-HIVES, made to and delivered by B. S. K. Bennett or assigns, does hereby agree to buy for cash, at list § 
S prices, all such gcods used by the undersigned in the production of honey, to subscribe for “ The Pacific Bee Journal,” ff 

: to make orders carefully so as not to create a loss in their filling, to promote the cause of cheaper production, to use 

S caution in the production of a strictly pure article of honey, and to try and improve prices. In failure of these ¥ 

promises I hereby forfeit right and title in a rebate for that season. é 

‘i This contractor agrees to make wares of as good quality at prices as low as can be furnished by other reliable & 

 manufactories, and to use due diligence in rapid manufacture, so as to increase the profit or rebate. 

; This rebate made in supplies based on the volume of business, and made of the surplus profit after allowing 10 % 

. per cent interest for capital invested in the business. Thus, on receipt of every $ro,o0o per year, a rebate of a 

H probable of ro per cent to the undersigned on his orders for the year. i 
4 Hy 

Ki IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We have hereunto set our Rand thts... AY Of soricrrnnrnnnnnsnes 1890, fp 
7 He 
; BY 

# Pi OF Address: Red 8 cite Bere ee i 
qi BY 
Me Neh O/=G OlONtES SOF AES; Cnt, «een ek ae co E COUN. Bo neater a Be 

q BD 
& Average Yearly Production, . op ere SR cea ere SERIE cc ce erecta tc OR ee ED 

# Largest We MU GPEV AC OLONUN® mg Yn eee tee eee ee ie Sh 2 eee ae ee Me ee i 

si . , This Contract must be returned ER 
i SE ev of dave Anise ia eee hice tea aan aes by November 1, 1896, to gain 

¢ IBeeswak = Yearly PUOUU CON hn etic ihe epee ee a@ rebate. «+ + s+ + +4 > B 
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A GREAT DEMAND FOR HONEY. 
That is what I will try to create by a new and novel method, which I fully believe 

will help to get the price back to 6 cents for the extracted and 12 cents for comb in a 
short time, while at present the prices are down, down. Just look up the market reports. 
Now, bee men, I want you to help and protect me. I do not expect to receive a great 
benefit from this method, the denefit will be yours directly. 

Will receive only dest guality comb and extracted on consignment. Will guarantee to 
pay the highest price, and remit you that price, taking out 0 commission, drayage or 
storage charge. Will make liberal advances only when necessary. No waiting six 
2 Ste eae months to realize, either. Write us a postal card, 
EFERENCES, by permission : ij 

Merchants National Bank stating amount of honey on hand, and the amount of 
Southern California National Bank honey you expect to get in a good year. After 
ectnity, pers one thoroughly testing this method I will give it to the 
un’s Mercantile Agency c cae § : i Bradstreet’s Mercantile Agency Bee-keepers to use in their towns throughout this 

Saginaw Lumber Co. State. Your co-worker, 
B.S. K. BENNETT, Los Angeles, Cal. 
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Baulding. Wood. Hamburgh. Martin. Bennett. 
Whitlock. 

THE BENNETT BEE-HIVE CO.’S FACTORY. 

WE ARE SELLING OUT axa offer 4-frame Cowan Honey Extractors at $22.00; 2-frame, $11.00; A. B.C. 
Books, $1.00; Bee Escapes, Porter, 15¢.; Alley Traps, soc.; Silk front Jail, 50c. 

Bee Smokers, cold blast, 50c.; hot blast, 2% in., $1.00; 3 in., $1.25; hot blast with’shield, roc. extra ; Crane 
Smoker, $1.50 ; Doolittle Wax Extractor, $2 50; large size, $4.50; S-frame Zinc Honey Board, 11¢.; 10-frame 
size, 12¢.; Wire No. 30, tined, 4 tb., roc } 1 th., 20¢.; 5 tb, coil, 75¢.; Faleon Sections, %2.50; Shipping 
Cases, 24 Ibs., with glass, 10c.; Cogshall Brush, 15¢.; Bingham Knife, 75¢.; Honey Cans and Gases, 65¢.; 
Separators, soc, a hundred ; Brood Foundation, 10 ths., 35€.; 25 tbs., 30¢.; Surplus, 10 ths., 50¢.; 25 Ib., 45¢- 
Bee-Keepers, lay in a stock at cost. You will never get the chance again, 

Address us at 365 East Second Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
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HENRY T. HAZARD ESTABLISHED 1882 JAMES R. TOWNSEND 

HAZARD & TOWNSEND 

Copyrights Solicitors of ry ' Baca American and Foreign, PPA“T ANTS 
Registered. 

Telephone 347 9 DowNEy BLocK, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Junction Spring, ‘i emple and Main Streets. 
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When you need a Wagon, Spring Wagon, or Buggy, don’t buy 

until you have seen our stock. It is the largest and best assortment 

in Southern California, and the prices are right. The goods the best, 

and all our own make. Prices and Catalogues furnished on applica- 

tion. STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., 200 and 202 N. Los Angeles St. t 
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Please mention THE PACIFIC BEE JOURNAL in answering advertisements. YOUR CARD will pay 
well in this paper, as itreaches people who are the most prosperous, but who don’t see many 
other ads.
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